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Spring Weekend Threatened
Student Government Association Turns Over Scheduling Decision to Students
I

BY ANN O'CONNELL

News Editor

FEBRUARY 1,2000

Bill Bradley
To Speak At
Trinity This
Wednesday
BY D A N BERMAN

Spring Weekend is in jeopardy due to three new reading
days that were added to the end
of the academic year. The fate
of this Trinity tradition will be
decided in a vote by the student
body on February 2, 3, and 4
from 5:30 PM to 7:30 PM in both
Mather Hall and the Bistro.
The reading days added by
the Curriculum Committee,
which span from Saturday,
April 29 to Tuesday, May 2,
mandate 24-hour quiet hours
and carry severe restrictions on
social events. The only other
possible weekend is one week
earlier, on the weekend of April
22. However, this weekend includes both Easter and Passover,
making it unacceptable to both
the administration and the Student Government Association
(SGA). "It would be inappropriate to have Spring Weekend on
Easter," stated President Evan
Dobelle In an effort to resolve
this

-" Editor in Chief

Trinity will enter the media
spotlight tomorrow morning
when it hosts a rally for Demo- •
cratic Presidential candidate
Bill Bradley. The rally, staged by
the Trinity College Democrats,
will be in the Vernon Social
Center at 8:45AM, at which
time Bradley will address the
crowd.
Tomorrow's event is an important one because it will be
Mr. Bradley's first public appearance following today's New
Hampshire primary. The media
and campaign watchers will
ARCHIVE PHOTO
use this event to gauge the direcStudents enjoy last year's Spring Weekend. This year's Spring Weekend is
tion of Bradley's campaign
being threatened due to scheduling problems.
against Vice President Al Gore
approached Dean of Students has been made. When asked Spring Weekend... that really for the Democratic presidential
Mary Thomas, proposing that about the impact of the added was not a persuasive argument." nomination.
On Friday, President Dobelle
the organization could set up an reading days on Spring WeekA win in New Hampshire
alternate study area for students end, Katharine Power, Chair of offered the SGA a compromise would help give the former New
and would clean up the concert the Curriculum Committee regarding the scheduling prob- Jersey Senator momentum
area afterwards if Spring Week- commented, "We saw no reason lems. "1 suggested, perhaps, a heading into the "Super Tuesmiddle ground, which would be

Trustees Approve
Library Proposal
BY SARA GETMAN

News Editor

A cappuccino bar in the library? Last week, the Trinity
Board of Trustees gave their approval to a $32 million proposal
to renovate and expand
Trinity's library.
There will be a cappuccino
bar in the new library, but this
is only a small part of the
planned renovations. According to President Evan Dobelle,
the new facility will have "800
seats in a combination of carols
and small rooms which are
wired, where students can
study together and be fiberoptic[ly-connected] to the
world." Additionally, library
users will be able to access both

print and electronic media with
greater ease. The new library
will contain a large music collection, a video and laser disk
collection, and digital medial
labs, which will include space
for video production. There will
also be an outdoor courtyard for
study and informal gatherings.
Finally, the new library and resource center will serve as the
home for Trinity's academic
computing department.
Commenting on this project,
Miller Brown, the new Dean of
Faculty, stated, "The library is
the central academic facility of
the College, both in its resources
and in its symbolic standing as
the repository of knowledge.
The approval of this project by
the trustees is an indication of
see LIBRARY on page seven

Administration
Deals With Campus
Safety Misconduct
pared ahead of time for certain
situations."
News Writer
Vice President Herzberger
also believes that officers may
Last semester, on November require more extensive training
24,1999, there was an incident in handling groups of students,
outside of the St. Anthony Hall especially while students are
fraternity that led to the arrest intoxicated.
of several students.
Charles Morris, Acting DirecThose students involved ac- tor of Campus Safety, accepts
cused Campus Safety and the the notion that officers need to
Hartford Police Department of be further educated on the submistreatment, including accu- ject of group incidents.
sations of offensive language
He elaborated on the training
and false arrests.
that officers will indeed unUpon returning to the cam- dergo in the upcoming weeks
pus following winter break, stu- and months. He reported that
dents were informed by Vice last week Supervisor Ramon
President of Student Services Rosario was in Vermont taking
Sharon Herzberger, that follow- a week long course on regulating a preliminary investigation ing group situations.
by her office, indeed, "Campus
Rosario will become certified
Safety may have acted in ways
see SAFETY on page nine
that exacerbated an already difficult situation of controlling a
crowd of students."
This past week, Herzberger
suggested possible changes and
training that would allow CamNews.
pus Safety officers more
equipped to handle crowd situOpinion....
ations such as during the occurrence at St. Anthony Hall in
Features.................
November.
"Campus Safety officers are
Arts.
now working with the Office of
Residential Life, and the Dean of
Students Office to go through
Announcements
and discuss common student
experiences and to talk about
Sports.
certain situations so we are preBY DAVIS ALBOHM

a poor showing in New Hampshire would only increase questions of Bradley's ability to win .
the nomination and fuel speculation as to how long he remains
in the race. In that case, both
Bradley's demeanor and the
crowd's reaction will be closely
watched.
At press time, a CNN/USA
see BRADLEY on page six

REUTERS PHOTO

Presidential candidate Bill
Bradley will speak at Trinity
on Wednesday morning.
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A view of the Funston Courtyard and the new west
elevation. The library plans are available on the Trinity
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Other A rea Schools Are Not Apathetic
A bout HIV/AIDS Awareness
To the Editor:

presentation.
Up until I read this piece 1 was
I just finished reading Beth simply disappointed by the area
Nethercote's Opinion article in colleges' lack of participation in
the Trinity Tripod on AIDS this wonderful event. After
Awareness Week activities both reading the story, I am angry
at Trinity and in the area and that it would be suggested that
was both disappointed and an- because you could not find the
gered by your statements.
event online, it was assumed
1 am the Director of Student that nothing was happening

I am angry that it would be suggested that
because you could not find the event online,
it was assumed that nothing was happening
and that other area schools joined Trinity in
its apathy.

Activities at Saint Joseph College in West Hartford and the
Chair of the AIDS Awareness
SENIOR EDITORS:
Week Planning Committee.
COPY EDITORS: Davis Albone '02, Sarah Felix '00, Eddie Jacobs '03, Lesley Milner '03,
Like you, we see World AIDS
Day as a wonderful opportunity
Beth Nethercote '02, Patrick Noomn '01, Darcy Roake '03, Geoffrey Stevens '01,
to educate our community and
Laura Schwartz '02, Owen Tripp '01, Jonatlwn White '00
raise awareness about HIV/
AIDS. For the second year now,
our committee has taken the
week that encompasses World
AIDS Day and has celebrated
Awareness Week.
New century same old Trinity. The date may have changed, but AIDS
In addition to the service
it appears that the way students are treated has not. The pro- project and the°Blue Lights
this year we invited
posed elimination of Spring Weekend is simply the latest affront Campaign,
Sean Sasser of MTV's The Real
World to come and speak on
on student life at this college, and is the final straw.
"AIDS in The Real World" on
The simple fact is that Spring Weekend is an integral part of Tuesday, November 30 at 7 PM;
other students
the Trinity .calendar, worth, exponentially more than any addi- Thinking.that
may be interested in'attending
tional Reading Days would be. Spring Weekend serves as a vi- this program, I took the time to
a memo and flyers to the
tal tension-breaker at the end of classes, giving those students send
Student Activities Offices at all
who desire it a chance to relax before delving into final exams. of the area colleges to invite
to our campus for this
However, it would seem that tfce powers that be are intent on them
event. Not one student from
altering one of the most visible and necessary elements of Trin- another campus came to Sean's
PRODUCTION MANAGER: Maureen Welch

'03
Virginia Lacefield '00, Sara Merin '00, Devin Pharr '00

The Final Insult

ity by hiding behind "academic rigor" to force an unholy compromise of a Trinity institution. The two extra Reading Days over
the weekend are truly useless to the students, who, as adults,
should be able to determine how they prepare for exams.
President Dobelle's plan, while admirable in intent, falls short
because it does not provide a full weekend for the students. Spring
Weekend Sunday is truly a day of rest, a day for everyone to kick
back and enjoy ourselves without nasty thoughts of work due
Monday morning.
.""'•<{•,/
Spring Weekend as we know it is being killed for no reason other
than it is not connivent for the adfrtinistration to stand up to the
faculty and drop two of the five Reading Days. That's sad, considering the sacrifices students have made this year to accommodate the college. It's time to give something back.
Trinity's advertising materials carry the slogan, "Work Hard,
play hard." But once, just let us play.

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before p-ublication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
:
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
.- .
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582 • E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod

Sincerely,
Tamra L. Bates
Director of Student Activities
Saint Joseph College

We're Baaack...
Pillow Talk's been watching cable TV for the past two
months, so our thoughts are somewhat scattered. We are
currently readjusting to the wonderful world of academia
and beer here at Trinity College, so please bear with us as
we share our none to coherent musings.

Snow

Sledding's just not the
same in the Trinity
College Construction
Zone. We want the
chapel hill back.

New Dean of Faculty

We'll go on the record as
giving him a shot.

Anonymous Letters
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding •vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office islocatedin the basementojJackson Dormitory.
Address all-correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100.
Visit our website at www.trincdll.edu/infd/pub_student/tripod.
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15for 11 issues (1 semester), $28 for 22 issues (1 year),
$50for 44 issues (2 years), $90for 88 issues (4 years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Off ice
•
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
(860)297-5361

and that other area schools
joined Trinity in its apathy. Believe me when I tell you that
Saint Joseph College is not apathetic when it comes to raising
awareness and educating their
community on HIV/AIDS. I
believe that Saint Joseph College is setting "a good example
to both its community and to its
neighboring schools that HIV/
AIDS is a topic that should be
discussed openly;" we did not
"miss the boat."
I commend Beth for writing
this article and in many ways,
raising awareness on the Trinity College Campus. I only wish
she could have taken the blame
for Trinity's apathy without accusing; other colleges of the

Food on Campus

Nothing like starting the
year off rightMarriott should come
•# up for contract renegotiations more often

Superbowl

Who played? Who
won? Who cares?

Senior Snowball

No drink limit and the
senior class didn't loot
the place...now how is
that possible?

Bradley Does The Barn

Ahh...rnore national PR
for Camp Trin Trin
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Stand Up, Pay Attention:
Your Vote Does Matter
Noonan Looks at Bill Bradley: It's a Whole New Ballgame
Tomorrow morning, a
handful of Camp Trin-erswill
arise an extra hour early to see
and hear from Bill Bradley, the
soft-spoken, underdog candidate for the Democratic nomination. Whether Bradley wins
or loses the New Hampshire
"p r i The Last Hurrah
mary,
Patrick R. Noonan c h e
__»«„__„„_»_„,_,__«_» entire
political world will be tuned to
the Vernon Center, and, sadly,
the vast majority of Trinity
students will probably be
asleep.
No, this won't be another
article condemning the apathy of our generation. On the
contrary, young people today
are more involved than ever in
service, charity and community activism. However, when
it comes to national politics,
little more is elicited than a
yawn. Perhaps many feel that
their vote is meaningless. Or,
with an even more cynical
tone, that government and
politics in general is meaning- •
less. In an age with the stories

the baby boomers marched on
Washington and campaigned
for Bobby Kennedy, our generation has chosen to volunteer at the Boys' and Girls' Club
or a soup kitchen — making a
difference neighborhood by
neighborhood.
The one fault with this idea
is that national government
does indeed still matter. When
your community-organizing
grant is cut, or the local
schools continue to languish
without assistance, it is largely
a result of actions in Washington.
With the presidency, Senate
and House all up for grabs, the
2000 election will be a chance
to influence such decisions.
Among the several candidates
for the presidency, very different views of America exist. Do
you object to the Victorian
views of Alan Keyes, a Republican candidate, who believes
in eliminating all abortions
and that homosexuals should
be punished? Or how about
Steve Forbes, whose "let them
eat cake" attitude would elimi-

On the contrary, young people today are more
involved than ever in service, charity and
community activism. However, when it comes
to national politics, little more is elicited than
a

y a w n .

•

•

•••

of Watergate-style corruption
or Monica's dirty deeds
splashed across the front
pages, we have a natural tendency to shy away.
Moreover, we are the children of the 1980s, when our
own president coined the
phrase "Government is the
problem" and began a rhetorical, if not an actual, attack on
the very idea of government
efficacy in a progressive society. So we have turned inwards, at least in scope. While

•

•••^•."

•'

>•••••

• -•" •

nate the progressive income
tax, cripple social security, and
give away the surplus to the
super-wealthy?
When we abstain from elections, we consent to the decisions of others. However, this
race is about more than something to vote against; it should
be a chance for us to look forward and support someone.
Throughout this election season, Bill Bradley has provided
a voice of conscience for the
nation. His speech tomorrow

Spring Weekend

will likely address the themes
he has hit upon time and time
again.
He sees an America where
no parent is afraid to take their
child to the doctor because
they cannot afford it. An
America in which the influence of money is removed
from politics so that we can
take on the special interests
that paralyze our system. An
America that says if you have
to register your car, you certainly should have the same
responsibility for your gun.
This dream of a "more perfect
union" translates on the local
level as well.
Will the children who live
in the area have better futures
with guaranteed healthcare?
Should polluters be able to
buy their way out of responsibility for protecting the environment? Do you want to
limit access to guns to keep
them out of the hands of
criminals, protecting Trinity
students an'd neighborhood
residents?
The latest polls show Bradley in a dead heat with Vice
President Gore, and whether
or not he wins New Hampshire, or even the nomination,
he has brought this discussion
of goals and priorities to a
higher lev^l. The issueqi-nsn-*
tional healthcare reform,
deemed dead after the 1994 fiasco, is once again on the front
burner, and Bradley and his.
unlikely compatriot John
McCain push the crusade of
campaign finance reform.
Bill Bradley is a candidate
whose character and beliefs
will allow him to lead the
country to new heights. Take
a good look at his proposals
and vision of America; perhaps you may agree and want
to help forge a better nation in
the new millennium. But will
you take the time to listen?

•Reading Days

BAUTIO

Urging Community to
Achieve Goals Together
MILLER BROWN

Dean of Faculty

It is both an exhilarating and a humbling experience
to be named dean of the faculty at an institution where
I have spent my entire professional life —and all the more
so in light of the many ambitious changes on which
Trinity has embarked.
Meeting the numerous challenges facing the College
will require the best that all of us have to offer. This is a
task to which I am fully committed. I am convinced
that, individually and collectively, Trinity faculty possess the intellectual acuity, the educational vision, and

/ am convinced that, individually and
collectively, Trinity faculty possess the
intellectual acuity, the educational vision,
and the academic commitment to make this
College even stronger in the years ahead.
the academic commitment to make this College even
stronger in the years ahead. I look forward with keen
anticipation to working with each faculty member in
the pursuit of our common objectives.
This is not the place to lay out a detailed agenda for
the future. But 1 would like to mention several issues
that strike me as especially important.
First, the urban and global educational initiatives undertaken in recent years are yielding impressive benefits
for students and faculty alike. During the past year I have
;
gmma>ixu&»smgfyM!miitu^^
bal projects have exceptional potential and merit the
strong and continuing support of the dean's office,
Second, Trinity must step up its efforts to diversify its
student body and its faculty. Without markedly greater
diversity, we cannot plausibly claim to be a first-rate liberal arts college. Achieving this goal can be attained if
all of us make it a priority.
Third, I sense considerable dissatisfaction with our
current general education program, and in the months
ahead I will encourage faculty to begin deliberations
aimed at forging a new consensus about the nature and
purpose of general education. This discussion is clearly
connected with our efforts to improve the intellectual
climate at the College and reaffirm its residential character in a time of much change. It is important for us to
engage ouij students as well in our efforts to reshape their
educational experience.
Fourth, the current faculty leave policy needs to be
closely examined and adjusted in keeping with our dual
professional obligations as teachers and scholars, and in
conjunction with the planned addition of the new faculty FTE&[Full Time Equivalent faculty] authorized by
the trustees. .
'
•-•-..'
Finally, as a faculty we face the difficult task of deciding how most effectively to deploy the new FTEs, as well
as assigning the sizable number of current positions that
will fall vacant through retirement over the next decade.
By deploying these positions to strengthen our core
disciplines and responding to new initiatives, we can do
much to ensure Trinity's long-term academic and curricular well-being.
:
I have deeply appreciated the advice and assistance
so many faculty colleagues have extended to me during
my year as interim dean. I am grateful to Evanand the
trustees for the vote of confidence they have registered
and their reaff irmation of the priority Trinity's academic
agenda should receive,
As the qualifying adjective now falls away from my
title, I will need the support of everyone even more. It is
a bracing prospect to contemplate collaborating with
all of you on the complicated, and sometimes contentious, issues vital to Trinity's future.
Editor's Note: This piece was originally distributed asan
e-mail to the. faculty.
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Informal Student Survey
Evaluates Campus Offices
BY DEVIN PHARR
Senior Editor

Last week a survey was randomly distributed by mail and
e-mail to over 200 students.
The question on that survey
was, "based on the overall satisfaction of service to you as a
student, rank the following
college offices from 1 to 9 from
worst to best." Students were
then asked to provide comments about their choices with
specific attention being paid to
their "best" and "worst"
choices.
The response to this survey
was adequate but not overwhelming. Out of the 200 total questionnaires, 83 were

scrutiny in this publication.
The Office of Residential life
(Average 4.8) This office fell
closest to the mean average for
all offices (4.67). Comments
seemed to reflect this mean,
with many students listing
both faults and satisfaction in
their comments. A few students
commented on how much
more paperwork there was this
year compared to years past.
Sixteen responses mentioned
their dissatisfaction or confusion over the lottery system, independent of their rating. Most
notable was that three students
wondered whether the system
for room assignments "...could
be based on G.P.A. instead of
how random it is now."
The Registrar's Office (Aver-

"Generally good except they sometimes put
you on hold before knowing what the problem
is. What if you're being raped?"
returned by Saturday afternoon. The following is a brief
discussion of the results; however, before beginning something should be said about the
survey itself.
By no means is this survey
infallible. Some attention was
paid to attempts at duplicates
and comments were scanned
for obviously biased opinions,
but an amount of erroneous
data is bound to occur. In addinon t\\t author Vs -well aware of
the limitations of such a survey.
Assigning numerical ranking
to the service of different offices
may be considered arbitrary
and is, at the least, relative to
other offices on campus. For
example certain students responding may not have had
much contact with particular
offices, but they felt obligated
to assign rankings nonetheless.
The point here is that by no
means is this data absolute. It is
subject to innumerable factors
that may change just as the
opinions that influenced them
may change.
The author hopes that those
opinions that do not look favorably upon certain offices will
someday change as a result of
deliberate reduction in the
shortcomings of such offices on
this campus. If you are a member of one of these offices, please
consider at least that value. If
you belong to one of these offices and do not value this information, at least enjoy this for the
entertainment purposes as you
must already do about us students already.
The campus offices will be
discussed in the random order
in which they appeared on the
survey. Offices selected were the
ones deemed most frequently or
universally used by students.
Particular offices were omitted
for varying reasons.
The Women's Center and The
Counselling Center were left off
for confidentiality purposes.
The International Studies Office was left off because only a
small percentage of students
encounter them frequently. The
Dean's Office was left off for
both of these reasons, while the
Health Center has recently undergone changes and has already been the subject of

age 3.3) The Registrar, with
which every student must personally interact, was either abhorred by most students or left
in the middle of the pack as far
as service. No office received
more "worst" designations, although there was a large number of those who listed the
hours of operation as this offices primary fault. Nine
respondees felt this office did
not handle grades from, transa timely manner. While normally dismissible data, fifteen
students (18%) out of the study
made comments that could be
categorized as,plain disgust
with this office's practices.
The Library (Average 5.1)
Very few comments were made
about this office. The few who
made this their least or most favorite office said the building
was either too hot or too cold.
A couple people mentioned being pointed to the computers or
generally unhelpful service.
Four students talked about being unable to find what they
wanted, presumably in the
stacks or magazines. One student said "I got lost in there
once,"
Office of Buildings and
Grounds (Average 5.0) The
only comments made for this
office were by tho'sfc who had
obviously had specific cases
with this office, so less weight
should be attached to this data
than others. Of those complaints most were very specific.
"I called them several times
about garbage cans in the halls
and nothing was ever done."
"My R.A. told me to call them
about the plumbing in the
bathroom and I left a message
that was never returned. I
called again another time and
they didn't call me. about that
either." Several students said
they found them "very
friendly" and "helpful" but did
not elaborate.
The Business Office and Payroll (Average 3.6) This was, in
• almost every case it was ac• knowledged, low on the list.
Thirty-five people had them
listed as four or lower. There
were quite a few people (fifteen)
who did were not familiar with
this office or declined to com-
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Letters To The Editor
Mentor Deems Living Conditions In
Jarvis Unhealthy and Unacceptable

and Grounds traps on a Friday,
To the Editor:
ment. A lot of the complaints
and of course no one was
were leveled at the personnel of
This spring marks the third around to dispose of.it because
this office. Specifics are not necessary, but mention was made semester that I have lived in the it was a weekend. The mouse
of "unfriendliness," "being ig- Jarvis dormitory. I lived in escaped and ran off.
I have personally contacted
nored," and a number of other Jarvis during its last year as an
terms not dissimilar from upperclass dorm, and I was then the Office of Residential life on
those, The most common com- sentenced to live in Jarvis as a several occasions. I have made
plaint about service were ques- first year mentor in the 99/00 no headway. I have written a
tions and concern about school year. Each year, people letter to Amy Howard and
direct-deposit checking. A few complain about the rooms in President Dobelle indicating
students mentioned the cost Jarvis, both the size of those that there is a serious rodent
problem in Jarvis. I found a
and timeliness of replacement rooms and their condition.
Over the summer break, sticky trap in my room (I had
Mather Information Desk mentors were encouraged to explicitly specified my room
and Student Activities (Aver- contact their freshmen through. did not have mice); while reachage 5.7) This was the most ap- a letter. Knowing my room as- ing for something behind my
proved offices on campus, and signment, the letter I wrote to desk, I stuck my hand in it unthe only office that did not re- my freshmen jokingly com- knowingly. To shut me up, my
ceive a "one." Most comments paredjarvis to Alcatraz, but the room was unnecessarily serpositive were about the direc- directors of the first year pro- viced for mice. The problem
tory services that the Informa- gram asked me to "tone it was never dealt with in a proper
tion Desk provides. The few down." Well, I grudgingly re- manner. I was assured by ORL
negative comments were about vised my letter, but comparing that an exterminator would be
the unavailability of free phq-. Jarvis to Alcatraz is the absolute through the dorm over Christmas Break. The first week back,
'
tocopying.and Mather being truth.
I
have seen three mice. I have^
open all night. Another was the
My sophomore year, I arrived
interesting coincidence of two in Jarvis to find a filthy room contacted ORL again, asking for
students using the word "re- that was a workable 7.5'xlO'. The the results of the extermination.
tarded" to describe specific desk and chest-of-drawers that Just as before, I got blown off. A
second floor triple ran out of
events put on by this office.
were provided were both bro- traps they caught so many
The Internship Office (Aver- ken, and one drawer had an ant mice, and Buildings and
age 4.3) This had the largest farm in it. The desk chair was Grounds haven't even given
amount of non-applicable re- split down the middle so every them more traps.
sponses. There was also a no- time you sat down, it would
ticeable lack of response. pinch your rear. Well, lucky for
Another issue with Jarvis is
Sixty-six percent of those who me, I went to study abroad in the plumbing. An average of 4
did have comments on this of- the spring, before any rodent or or 5 days every week, the D-secfice mentioned either that it other insect infestations took tion second floor bathroom toihad inadequate hours or that over my prison cell again.
let is clogged and overflowing.
the help received there was
Administrators assured me Slightly less frequently, the EjSreJg a.ud, a$, some students that going into my junior year, section bathroom toilet is
noted, both A few said it was workers had been through clogged However, that E toilet
hard to find, while one student Jarvis over the summer to "clean does have a tendency to leak all
1
commented, "I like the couches. it up" and make it respectable over the floor. While on the
and they have a nice view for the freshmen. I was also as- subject, at various times
.there.".
sured that Jarvis would be re- throughout.the.semester the
Office of Career Services modeled after the 99/00 school ceiling in that bathroom leaks.
(Average 3.7) Even though this year. Over the summer, the mer- Someone from Buildings and
office was not as poorly re- its of those "workers" seems Grounds must be getting tired
garded as others, it generated only to have been creating 6 of cleaning a clogged toilet evthe most comments. Mentioned most often were the lack
A second floor triple ran out of traps they
of space in the office, the
caught so many mice, and Buildings and
amount of resources there
Ground haven't even given them more traps.
(both how many and a lack
thereof) and "all those stupid
QP's." Summarizing the com- person rooms and putting more ery other day. A plumber needs
ments is difficult, and it seems furniture into all doubles to to be called, and the pipes or toilike there are students on both make them triples. Also, Presi- let fixed. I suppose that
sides of every issue. Quite a few dent Dobelle and others have wouldn't be cost effective
had words to this effect: "If you made it clear that there is not though, as the shopping mall
are planning on entering a job enough money to remodel being built across Broad Street
in investment banking or want Jarvis next year. I mean after all, probably needs a second Gap or
to work as a consultant, people community middle schools and something. Also, all bathrooms
from all over America should Boys & Girls clubs are far more are filthy. The same toothpaste
come to Trinity's Career Ser- important to Trinity than hav- stains and other gunk from Sepvices. If you don't though you're ing a humble sanitary environ- tember are on the mirrors and
out of luck, fella."
sinks. The floors are continument for all students to live in.
As a junior, I again live in a ally filthy, too.
Campus Safety (Average
4.4) There were also qui te a few postage stamp size room. The
A freshman friend of mine
comments about Campus furniture is a bit better this year. actually took pictures of various
Safety, including those on mat- However, there is a rodent infes- Jarvis quirks and submitted
ters not necessarily associated tation within the walls of Jarvis. them to Amy Howard. I believe
with this office. Parking issues Multiple residents of Jarvis have the phrase "needs immediate atand policies regarding parties reported rats or mice in their tention" came up in their subsecame up repetitively. There rooms. While the mice have not quent meeting while Amy
were also about ten or eleven yet sought refuge in my room, Howard was describing Jarvis.
students who could be catego- my neighbors' rooms have been Well, I am sure the students livrized as concerned about the invaded and I have seen the ing here would like to be comcall in system. Most who talked furry little creatures on several pensated almost as much as the
about this office felt they were occasions. The only response Connecticut State Board of
helpful but "lack real concern," from administrators is "call Health and/or the local media
One person wrote, "Generally Buildings and Grounds" or "we would be delighted to take part
good except they sometimes will come set traps". Some stu- in the injustice that isjarvis. "Loput you on hold before know- dents have just killed the dis- cal School Administration Reing what the problem is. What gusting creatures themselves fuses to Rid Student Housing of
if you're being raped?"
because it takes less time that Rodent Infestation" would make
The author of this survey way. The only response to ro- a great headline on the front
would like to, thank all those dent infestation has been to lay page of the Hartford Courant.
students who participated in those sticky traps that are "huthe survey and hopes to hear mane." A peer of mine, on the Sincerely,
from the rest of you in future second floor of Jarvis, caught a
studies.
mouse in one of the Buildings Christopher Herb '01
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Marriott: It's Not All Bad Men in Suits: Just Let
Tripp s Thoughts on the Recent Contract Review
There are those things about Trinity
College that have never made any sense
to me. Like why the bookstore sells
candles even though they are illegal in
•• ••-^••j"—
all dorms. Or
Bringing on the Weather w h y Com-

Owen Tripp
•

puting SerMI, vices

sends

out QPs telling people how they can fix
their e-mail. So when I entered Mather
Dining Hall last week and noticed a vast
improvement in quality, I merely accepted it as an oddity of the Trinity experience. It was only later that I learned
the truth behind the appearance of the
hand-tossed pasta bar and the sliced
grill cheeses—Marriott is up for a contract renewal. Armed with this little tid
bit of information, the cynical voices in
my head started chatting up a storm. No
wonder I had seen Jon Small, fearless
head of the Marriott cartel, hard at work
preparing the pan-fried shrimp and
scallops—his future at Trinity is on the
line. I decided that I wasn't going to succumb to their bribery. Instead, I set my
mind on creating a list of grievances
against the Sodexho/Marriott Company. After hours of contemplation, 1
couldn't come up with much more than
my disgust for paying one dollar for a
Snapple. Despite my best efforts, 1 had
failed in my deconstruction of the big
bad Marriott.
The truth is that while Marriott may
be big, they certainly are not all bad.
Over the last few years we have seen
Marriott in the headlines for disputes
with management over contracts. The
articles almost always leave us feeling as
if the Fortune 500 company cares little
about anything other than the bottom
line. But while the various vice presidents in their corporate offices may care
little about Trinity College, the manage-

ment team who comes here to work everyday does. Last night at about 9:30PM,
1 heard a Cave employee mention to one
of her colleagues that the boss (Jon
Small) was still upstairs, furiously pasting 'Good-to-Go' labels on containers of
Mozzarella Sticks in order to make sure
that there would be "enough for everybody." He may be the only guy who
wears a tie and jacket to work each day,
but he still puts in time on the front lines.
Marriott needs more people like Small
to secure their future at Trinity. Today
he offered to front the first six hundred
dollars worth of Trinity students membership dues to the Lion's Club, a charitable organization. His commitment to
making Sodexho/Marriott more than
just a catering giant is commendable. If
you believe the rumors, however,
Marriott is currently being overbid for
the multi-million dollar contract. 1 can
only hope that Jon Small's commitment
will be enough to convince Amy
Howard and the rest of the gang that
Marriott should stay for good.
Even if Marriott loses the contract, we
(the Trinity community) will likely see
Lorenzo, Al, Mary and the rest of the
workers staying at the same posts. We
will not, however, see the same style or
products. Moreover, I doubt that we will
see a commitment to the Trinity community like the one that Small has attempted to forge. When the committee
assembles to decide Trinity's food provider of the next generation, they need
to think of not only the quality of food
and service, but also of the role the new
company will play in Trinity's Hartford
initiatives. In my mind, Marriott is the
most qualified to lead that quest. After
all, who else can bring us the Jello-Pudding Parfait and the Lion's Club in one
neat package?

Me Eat Dinner in Peace
BY MEGAN JOSEPH
Opinions Writer

You know what? 1 like eating in
Mather. My friends scoff at me and beg
me to come to the Bistro with them,
but I won't. I like my little blue tray. I
like being able to eat rice and vegetables if that's all I am in the mood for,
I like running into other "losers" who
eat in Mather and sit around talking
about the cuisine. But lately my
Mather groove has been seriously interrupted.
It's those men. Those men in suits
who have been sniffing around the
Crossroads Cafe since the beginning of
the semester, sticking their noses into

let him sit down, but I was thinking,
"Can I just eat my lunch, please, without you inspecting it for nutritional
value and fresh ingredients?" In a condescending voice he delivered a line
about his company offering better food,
more variety, fresher vegetables, blah
blah blah. I asked, "And you believe you
can do this consistently for two thousand students?" He bragged, "Oh, sure,
we do it all over the place," and rattled
off a list of places of which I had never
before heard.
Then we were treated to the third degree, being grilled about what we like,
what we don't like, and what we would
like to see different. We could hardly
take a bite without hearing, "Have you
seen this dish here before? Do you like

We all know Marriott's contract is up for review; the food
is better, the staff is edgy, and the decorations are much
nicer than usual.
the "Wellness and You" station, prod- it? Do you think they used fresh vegding the salad bar, staring at my meal etables in that?" Eventually he went
as I walk by, and mumbling self-impor- away, leaving his card, and saying that
tantly. They draw diagrams, eavesdrop if we "thought of anything else we'd like
on our conversations, and just generally to tell him" we should contact him, as if
get in the way.
this were a police investigation. I was
We all know Marriott's contract is up relieved to see him go, but my whole day
for review; the food is better, the staff is was off after that.
edgy, and the decorations are much
All I want is for these men to go away.
nicer than usual. I'm not complaining Please, just get out of Mather and out of
about the nicer food and aesthetics; this my face. I like Marriott, and so, I'm sure,
can only be good for us poor suckers do a lot of other people.
who eat in Mather on a regular basis.
I think that we are lucky in terms of
But I'm sick of dodging those men in the variety, accessibility and quality of
suits when all I want is a glass of cran- the food here, especially considering
berry juice or a bagel.
that we are living on a college campus
Once one of those men even came which feeds two thousand people a day.
over to our table at lunch and asked if Let's keep Marriott in Mather and those
he could talk to us about the food. We obnoxious men in suits out.

Letters To The Editor
Faculty Response to Article A bout Effects of Revolution in the Field of Political Science
To the Editor:

l

4

I am responding to an opinion column
in the November 22nd issue of the Tripod. There, Lincoln Heineman reviews
the Inaugural Lecture I delivered on November 10th. 1 am flattered to be the object of such a review and very pleased
that Mr. Heineman took the trouble to
attend the lecture. However, the review
indicates some misconceptions that 1
thought I should clear up. In the first
place, though the discipline of political
science may be undergoing a revolution,
the department of political science at
Trinity College is not. The revolution I
was talking about is slow-moving (I included a slide that showed a timeline
that started in the 1930s) and every
member of the political science faculty
has been affected by it in one way or another, and in one way or another reflects
it in their teaching. It is not a revolution
that would suddenly change our syllabus, even if it had the means to do so. It
is a revolution that is ongoing and has
already changed our syllabus — as it will
continue to do as it gives rise to new
knowledge. In my talk I tried to illustrate
some of the ways in which this has happened. My talk was not about what
should be taught at Trinity or anywhere
else. Mr. Heineman feared that a revolution in the department of political science would replace the humanist
approach that he had found in all his
classes..
This brings up the second misconception that I would like to correct. Though
the scientific approach may be opposed
to the anecdotal approach, it is. by no
means opposed to the humanist approach. Political science is fundamentally about human beings, and we do not
change the nature of the discipline by
studying human beings scientifically. 1

am confident that many of the classes
taken by Mr. Heineman have taught him
findings reached by scientific methods.
The fact that he does not recognize these
as having been scientific findings simply confirms that all of political science
is fundamentally humanist in orientation — even the 'scientific' portions of it.
My talk was about the nature of the research being conducted in some subfields of political science. I made the
argument that, in those subfields, the
type of findings that were currently being made could be described as 'scientific' Mr. Heineman objects that human
behavior can never be explained with
sufficient certainty for the explanation
to be described as scientific.
This brings me to the third misconception that I would like to clear up. Mr
Heineman shares a widespread but erroneous view about the nature of scien' tif ic research. No discipline would regard
their findings as absolute, or claim that
they could not be disputed because they
were "scientific." Indeed, the scientific
approach takes it for granted that all
findings are subject to revision at any
time. The only difference between a scientific finding and an anecdote is that
the scientific finding has survived one or
more attempts at disproving it The more
times it is tested the more assurance, we
have of its validity, but we can never be
certain that some new approach will not
prove superior. That is how scientific
knowledge advances.
The 'scientific' findings of political science are no different. They may be
proved wrong at any time. Perhaps more
importantly, Mr. Heineman asserts that
those who would approach the study of
. politics from a scientific perspective are
trying to remove the uncertainty and
ambiguity that he thinks are central to
politics. I agree with him that uncer-

tainty and ambiguity are central to politics. Indeed, all those who study the political world, whether from a scientific
or any other perspective, are concerned
with both of those things. 1 am glad that
Mr. Heineman has grasped that.
When I use the scientific method, lam
trying to quantify the degree of uncertainty and typify the nature of the ambiguity. I am certainly not claiming that
neither exist. Nor am 1 claiming that the
scientific method can illuminate every
aspect of the world's political institutions
and mores. Certainly it can only illuminate a part of what we refer to as politics
(and perhaps not the most important
part). Professor Watts, who asked the
first question following my lecture, was
making the same point. Manyjof the
most important features of political life
do not lend themselves to the scientific
approach. I never argued that we should
ignore those other topics. I do not ignore
them. I use the scientific approach where
it shows promise of yielding results, and
in.other areas 1 use other approaches.
Probably I should have made myself
more clear on this point; but there was
not time to deal with every aspect of my
topic during the course of one lecture,
and I expected this aspect to be treated
during questions — as indeed it was,
The object of my lecture was to try to
disabuse my audience of the common
misconception that the words 'political
science' are a contradiction in terms. 1
wanted to demonstrate that there are
subfields of political science where scientific findings resist attempts to disprove them and where those, findings
can be replicated. Such findings do not
relate to the behavior of specific individuals (we cannot hope to predict with
certainty what Mr. Heineman or any
other person will do in specific circumstances) any more than particle physics

makes predictions about the behavior of
specific particles.
What we can hope to do in these subfields is explain why people in general
tend to behave in certain ways in certain
circumstances. And we can hope to say
what are the chances that any specific
individual will conform to that norm,
given those circumstances. Similarly
with election outcomes. We cannot hope
to predict with certainty the outcome of
any specif ic election, but we can hope to
explain why certain types of elections
turn out the way they do, and we can
hope to say how probable it is that a particular election will result in a specific
outcome.
.
The scientific method yields findings
that are appropriate to a given subject
matter. The subject matter-of political
science is very different from the subject
matter of (say) chemistry, but the fact
that we will never be able to make statements of the kind that chemists make
does not mean that we cannot employ
the scientific method. Rather like Monsieur Jourdain, in Moliere's The Bourgeois
Gentleman, who suddenly realized that
he had been speaking prose all his life, 1
do hope that Mr. Heineman will one day
come to realize that in his study of politics he has always made use of the scientific method and its findings. Since
that method is so central to political science, I have every confidence that a good
political scientist will have come across
findings based upon it; and Mr.
Heineman, by his writing in the Tripod,'
sounds like a very fine.product of
Trinity's political science program.
Sincerely,

:

Dr. Mark Franklin
John R. Reitemeyer Professor
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Fire Precautions Taken By Trinity
In Wake of Seton Hall Dorm Fires, College Re-examines Dorm Safety
things, and meander out of the build- that an alarm has been pulled," says Moring. "It's usually some drunk kid mess- ris. However, he stated "Two of those five
News Writer
ing around, and it's cold outside," says occurred before winter break in Elton
Hall, and they were because there were
Margaret Laragy, '03, "after the third
two burning waste baskets." He added as
On the morning of January 19 a fire drill in a two hour time period, I'm not
broke out in the freshman dorm of Se- going to run outside to save myself any- a warning, "You never know, just get out.
Always respect the alarm."
ton Hall University, killing three stu- more.
dents and injuring many more. The
As a final precaution, there are fire
Both Morris and Howard expressed
cause of the fire is still undetermined. immense concern with this thought. safety inspections done twice a year by
However, the mere fact that the fire hap- "That's extremely frightening...it doesn't
the residential fellows. The inspections
pened at all, let alone killed three people, matter if it's false; take it seriously ev- include checks for overloaded power
has left many people wondering if Se- ery time...you never know when it's go- surges, halogen lights, space heaters,
ton Hall was a fluke, and if Trinity Col- ing to be real. Just get up and get out, 2 candles, and other unauthorized fire
lege is prepared to deal with such a AM or not," says Howard.
hazards. If the room does not comply
disaster.
Once the fire alarm sounds, all stu- with the standards, the student has a
"There are a number of precautions dents are expected to get out of the week to fix it. If it is not fixed after that,
that have been taken [toavoid fires],"says building as quickly as possible . This "it goes to a judicial process," says
Director of Campus Safety Charles Mor- includes RA's, who have no further re- Howard.
ris, "There are smoke detectors and lists sponsibility than to exit the building
In the instance of a fire, there are cerof safety precautions in every room...the immediately.
tain things which are listed in the back
newer dorms have sprinkler systems."
The fire department and Campus cover of the student handbook that can
Additionally, every hall has a shunt,
a red box that contains the pull which
"There are smoke detectors and lists of safety precautions
activates the fire alarm from inside the
in every room...the newer dorms have sprinkler systems."
building. The alarms are also activated
- Director of Campus Safety, Charles Morris
by the smoke alarm or by a call to the
fire marshal or campus safety.
There are also fire doors, which are ex- Safety are immediately dispatched to the be done to avoid injury. Included among
pected to remain closed. There are not, site, and everyone is expected to be out. them are, "Plan an alternate escape route
however, fire extinguishers in the dorms, There is no immediate fine for being from each room; if a room is filled with
by recommendation of the insurance found in the building, but the Fire Mar- smoke, get down on your knees," and
company. "They [insurance company] shal will take whatever actions he feels most importantly, "don't panic, just
want the students to get out, not fight are necessary.
evacuate as quickly as possible."
fires," says Director of Residential life
There are, however, harsh repercusThere are mixed feelings among TrinAmy Howard.
sions for tampering with the smoke de- ity students about how safe they would
As an additional precaution, there are tectors or fire shunts, which are now feel in the instance of a fire. "I slept
planned fire drills (of which the residen- covered to deter students from the temp- through a fire drill a couple months
tial assistants are informed) twice a year. tation to play with them. These repercus- ago...I had no idea it went off until the
These drills are designed to test the sions are listed in detail in the student next morning when everyone asked
where 1 was. If I'm awake I think I'll be
equipment, the response time, and the handbook.
effectiveness of getting out of the build"It's a very serious offense," says fine, but if I sleep through the drill, then
ing. "These are mandated by law," says Howard, "one that Can result in up to a probably not," says Amol Modi, '03. Most
Howard. However, many students fail to , $1000 fine. Trinity has been very lucky students aren't worried about it. "There
take these seriously,,They take their'. this yearm*eetnsts>f alarms and tites." .:,: are plerity of e3|its near me^l iWouldn't
time, collect themselves and their
"There have been maybe five times have a problem," says Jon Amory '02.
'""- BY LISSY WOODHAMS
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Bradley
Speaks At
Trinity
continued from page one
Today/Gallup tracking poll in New
Hampshire had Gore leading Bradley 51
to 43 percent (with a 4 percent margin
of error).
Nevertheless, Bradley supporters at
Trinity remain excited about his visit.
"It's so exciting to have the next President of the United States at Trinity," exclaimed Sharon Thor '00, at a Bradley
sign-making session on Saturday.
"[Bradley] is a dynamic kind of presence, and he'd make a good president,"
said Darcy Roake '03, who added that,
"I want him to win, but unfortunately
at this time it might just be Gore and
Bush, which is not exciting at all."
Student Government Association
President Russell Fugett '01 said, "It's
definitely an exciting event considering
he's coming right after the New Hampshire primary." He added, "As a fellow
Democrat, I'm excited for the opportunity to meet him."
Bradley is the second major presidential candidate to come through Hartford in the past two weeks.
Republican Senator John McCain
spoke at a rally attended by some College Republican members on January
19. However; Trinity President Evan
Dobelle noted that Connecticut is not
expected to be a major primary on the
national level.
"I wish Connecticut in the primary
system was playing a more integral
role," said Dobelle, but it's nice to have
McCain come to Hartford and talk
about Trinity, and now Bill Bradley acitualiy,coming to ,Trinity.; It's an: exciting opportunity for students."

mple

We realize we don't have to waste your time explaining the virtue? of the internet. Let's just say that at VarsityBooks.c
i.com
we've made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll also receive them in just one to three business days.
All on a Web site that's completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?
Savings otf distributor's suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site tor datails.
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Library Plan Presented Students to vote on Spring Weekend
continued from page one
their strong commitment to the
central academic programs of
the college." Similarly, President
Dobelle stated that the library
is the heart of the institution.
For this reason he feels that "this
is the most academically important project that Trinity has
ever undertaken."
Apparently these ideas have
been in the works for fourteen
years and this vote by the trustees concluded a period of extensive research and consultation
with experts in the field. The
new facility that the trustees
approved will add an additional
52,000 square feet of space to
the existing library.
The current library was
originally built in 1959 and expanded in 1977. As it stands
now, it provides 117,525 square
feet, and it holds nearly one million volumes and more than
2,300 periodicals and 581,000
non-print materials.
Construction of the new library will begin in March of
2001, and it is planned that the
library will be completed for
the opening of school in September of 2002. "The new library, while representing a bold
and contemporary architectural design, will honor Trinity's
great heritage of collegiate
gothic architecture," said Vice
President Ron Thomas in the
recent press release. Dobelle
stated that he thinks the construction of the library "will affect us in a complicated way for
the time it is being built because

continued from page one
'01, "This sets a horrible prece- have $149,000right now." Mello
to
start
it
on
the
end
of
classes
dent for the future. If we con- went on to state that he does not
of the nuisance of construcon
Friday
and
Saturday
and
not
cede on this, they will think believe that the money offered
tion."
do
it
on
Sunday,
which
I
that they can buy us off in the by the President is necessary to
However, the College has
schedule the talent for Spring
thought
was
a
reasonable
apfuture."
plans to have other study spaces
Weekend.
proach
to
it,"
stated
Dobelle.
Reasons
for
not
wanting
to
available once the construction
President
Dobelle
also
offered
SGA President J. Russell
omit
Sunday
of
Spring
Weekbegins in 2001. It is likely that
the old library in Williams, between 10,000 and 20,000 end were addressed by the SGA Fugett, '01, commented in his
which is now a development dollars to help book a headliner at the meeting. One of the rea- address to the Student Governoffice that will be moved when if the Student Government sons was that the spring ath- ment Association that "This has
letes would completely miss the been one of the worst years for
the new Admissions and Career would accept his proposal.
student life.... We need to draw
Weekend's events.
On
Monday
night,
the
StuCenters are completed, will be
the line somewhere. This is the
dent
Government
Association
Another
reason
mentioned
opened as one of these study
opportunity."
voted
to
reject
the
offer
and
turn
was
that
other
colleges
have
spaces.
However, Marisa Eddy, '01
the decision of scheduling their Spring Weekend Concerts
Renovation of the library
Vice President of the SGA
Spring Weekend over to the stu- on Saturdays.
implements a critical piece of
dent body. "We think that PresiTrinity would then be com- stated, "I don't want to sell this
the College's Master Plan.
dent Dobelle is trying to buy us peting with these other colleges as a fight for a party."
"The library's improvement is off," Joe Reynolds '03, stated in
She continued that this is an
for bands. In regard to the
critical to the primary mission his address to the SGA. "I am an
money that was offered to the opportunity to unite and to be
of the institution," Dobelle said. advocate of turning down the
SGA, Darrick Mello '00, Vice taken seriously by the adminis"With their vote, the Trustees offer," added Ward MacDonald
President of Finance stated, "We tration.
have reaffirmed the College's
commitment to academic excellence and innovation and
ensured that Trinity will have
one of the finest libraries in the
country, now and in the future."
Additionally, Miller Brown
commented that "the library is
a physical resource for the pracWe the Student Government Association, who, through our constitution and
tice of the faculty's craft — rethe Student Handbook, have fiili authoritative governance over student life at
search-informed teaching of
the highest quality."
Trinity College, pledge the Mowing actions:
This project will allow them
to continue practicing this craft
at the highest level.
a) The Student Government Association does not accept the proposal
The changes to the library are
going to once and for all create
offered by President Evan Dobelle. The proposed Spring Weekend
an appropriate study space
would
fell on the last weekend of April, however it will only include
where students and faculty can
Friday
night and Saturday, rescheduling Sunday as a reading day.
come to together.
According to Dobelle, "This
b) Relinquish power over the scheduling of Spring Weekend for this
new library will affect the camsemester only and leave the issue of the scheduling of Spring
pus enormously as a new cenWeekend to a referendum vote by the student body.
ter of both social activity and
intellectual discussion."

High Rise Used Car Lot
A vehicle was reported stolen from the High Rise parking lot at 2:00 AM on January 27. The student had parked
his car there earlier in the evening and when he returned it
was gone. About an hour later at approximately 3:00 AM
the Manchester Police Department recovered the vehicle
with three individuals in it who were arrested as suspects.
The car was returned to the student later that day.

That Scanner's History
On January 26, a Professor reported a Hewlett Packard
scanner stolen from the History lounge in Seabury Hall, It
was stolen sometime between January 21 and January 26.
The scanner is valued at $500 and the theft is being investigated by Campus Safety.

Lost at Beer Pong?
At 3:35 AM on January 30 a male Trinity student was seen
smashing windows of two parked vehicles in the Ogilby
parking lot. The young man had been attending a function
at AD and was visibly angry. The matter is currently being
investigated by Campus Safety and the Deans Office.

Trinity Student Drunk?!?
Campus Safety was called around 11:30 PM on January
28, to help an intoxicated female student in the North Cam- .
pus dormitory. Apparently the student was vomiting as a
result of drinking an unknown amount of vodka. She was
evaluated by TCERT and returned to her room under the
care of her roommates.

Again?!?
A 7:00 PM on January 19 a student was found visibly intoxicated and vomiting outside the Double A shuttle in the
Summit C parking lot. He had ingested an unknown
amount of alcohol and was evaluated by TCERT and then
released to the care of his roommates who watched over him
for the rest of the evening.

Trinity College Student Empowerment Act
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Interim Director of
Campus Safety Hired
BY RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Writer

The administration of Trinity College
recently announced that Campus Safety
Director Brian Kelly would be taking on
a new role at the school as Special Assistant to the Vice-President of Development and Alumni Programs.
Following this announcement, Associate Director of Campus Safety Charles
Morris was appointed Interim Director
of Campus Safety, and a national search
for a permanent director began.
Kelly explains that upon first arriving
at Trinity in May of 1990, he pledged ten
years of service to then President Tho-

try and increasing alum participation in
the upcoming fifth-year reunion for the
class of 1995. Although his ten-year commitment to Trinity ends in June, Kelly
stated that "If I continue to enjoy my new
position, and the college enjoys having
me in it, then I will probably stay." He
concluded that his new position is a
"window of opportunity for the college
and myself to move forward."
Charles Morris, who served as Associate Director of Campus Safety under
Brian Kelly, began his new position as
Interim Director on January 17. Morris,
who has been at Trinity for eight and a
half years, noted that in his new position
he has the same duties he had previously
with added responsibilities.

"It's more interesting than telling students where they can
park." - Brian Kelly, Special Assistant to the Vice-President
of Development and Alumni Programs
mas Gerety. With the ten year commitMorris noted that Kelly was instrument ending this June, he was offered a mental in bringing him to Trinity, as they
new position in which the administra- served many years in the Hartford Police
tion felt his personal relationships with Department together. Kelly expressed
former students could be utilized.
confidence in Morris' abilities to lead
Kelly, who assumed his new role on Campus Safety, stating that he is "up to
January 17 of this year, stated that his the challenge."
position largely involves contacting
Vice President of Student Services
young alums of the college and keeping Sharon Herzberger stated that the colSARAMERIN
them aware of new projects taking place lege is currently in the process of searchon campus. Kelly stated, "Often_alums ing for a new Campus Safety Director.
On January 18, the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr,
don't know what's going on at Trinity. She explains that the college has placed
the Reverend Calvin Butts came to give a speech to the
For example, many didn't know that we ads in national papers and enlisted the
students of Trinity College. His lecture focused on the life
are currently in the process of building help of a search agency to select "the best
of Dr. King and the legacy left to us by this civil rights
a new library."
possible pool of candidates."
leader.
While no definite date has been set for
Kelly stated that he is enjoying his new
position, noting that "It's more interest- an announcement, Herzberger stated,
ing than tellingstudents where they can "We are hoping in the next few weeks to
park." He commented that in his new make some decisions about the process
position he is able to focus on the posi- and maybe bring candidates to campus
by the end of February."
tive aspects of the college.
Herzberger added that student input
In the next few months, he plans to
concentrate on increasing the activities will be a vital component of the search
derstanding of the position, as well as of Trinity clubs in cities across the coun- process.
BY KRISTEN POWELL
knowledge of the school, students, and
News Writer
faculty from his years as a Professor of
Philosophy at Trinity. Choosing a new
Professor of Philosophy W. Miller dean from outside of Trinity would have
Brown has recently been appointed to resulted in an eighteen-month transition
the position of Dean of Faculty by Presi- period, and President Dobelle feels that
dent Evan Dobelle. The search process, the school should not be put through a
beginning with the hiring of a search state of instability when there is a perfirm to find candidates and then nar- fectly qualified candidate available here.
rowed by an application analysis by a
Dobelle considers Miller Brown to
committee of faculty members, culmi- embrace "an absolute love of Trinity and
nated two weeks ago when the.four fi- [its] students and faculty." He embodies
nalists were presented;,to the President '•good judgment, stability and...personal
for the ultimate decision.
and academic integrity." With his thirtyThe final candidates, Gregory H. four years at this institution, Brown has
Nobles, Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina, earned the respect of his fellow faculty
Bonnie Steinbock, and of course Miller members arid the students. It was this
Brown, the only finalist from Trinity, previous experience with Trinity College
endured a series of intensive interviews that set Miller Brown apart from the
with the President, including lunches other candidates.
and dinners with other members of the - Brown has served this institution well
Trinity community.
as the interim dean for the past year, and
Through observations of the candi- will continue to do so in the future. Aldates interacting with faculty, extensive though the position of Dean of Faculty
reference checks, and review of qualifi- is full-time, he still wishes to teach for
cations and experience, Dobelle came to he feels the connection it gives him to the
students of Trinity College is very imporhis decision of selecting Miller Brown.
The Dean of Faculty is the second tant. His plans for the coming years will
highest-ranking position at Trinity Col- focus on the continuing community outlege; he is the chief academic officer, reach programs instituted by Dobelle
overseeing the faculty and controlling and their impacts on the school, espethe curriculum. As this is such an im- cially on the curriculum.
portant role at the school, much time and
Brown hopes to see a major effort to
effort was put into the final decision. increase diversity in both the student
' According to President Dobelle, Brown body and the faculty, which will, in turn,
stood out from the other finalists be- bring increased diversity into the curcause of his history at Trinity, being a riculum. With his appointment to the
faculty member for thirty-four years.
Dean of Faculty posi tion, Brown feels he
He feels there must be "some over- will be able to "bring continuity and stawhelming and compelling reason to dis- bility to the office" as well as "embrace
rupt the institution" and to "not have important changes." It is this combination of continuity and change that
continuity."
Brown's designation as Dean upholds brought Miller Brown into the position
his previous position as interim dean to of Dean of Faculty, and it'is this same
which he was appointed last January. combination that will allow him to stay Interim Campus Safety Director Charles Morris settling
Prior to President Dobelle's final deci- in that position and bring great aca- into his new office. A national search for a permanent
sion, Brown already held a complete un- demic improvements to Trinity College. director is in progress.

Professor Miller Brown
Appointed Faculty Dean
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Campus
Safety
Misconduct
Addressed
continued from page one
as an instructor, and will then relay the
information to the rest of the force.
Thursday, a Sargeant from the Hartford Police Department will provide inservice training to the officers
emphasizing techniques to diffuse
group situations, especially when alcohol is involved.
Another issue that has arisen from
the incident at St. Anthony's Hall involves the decisions that Campus Safety
officers make to call for assistance from
the Hartford Police.
Herzberger believes that the police
were possibly unnecessarily called in
this situation, and she wishes to make
sure that, "officers have the confidence
to deal with and evaluate circumstances when or when not to call in
police assistance."
She states that, "We need to give the
officers the tools to make the right decision regarding the police."
Herzberger also asks students to realize that Campus Safety officers have
put up with numerous instances of verbal and physical abuse over the past semester, including having garbage

CHAD BENNETT

On Wednesday, January 18, Arizona Senator John McCain arrived in Hartford. He was greeted by
the press along with several Trinity students as he exited his bus with staff. In the speech delivered
to his Hartford audience, Senator McCain answered questions by the audience, including two
addressed to him by Trinity students.

less."
Morris also defends the Campus Safety
officers and asserts that they are here
solely to serve and protect Trinity College students.
"We have a number of officers who
"We're trying to do two things: provide safety and service have
graduated from Trinity, and are
to the Trinity community. College rules must be enforced...very much a part of the community."
we need to get students to cooperate and respect those Morris refers to events that go unseen
the public eye, such as Campus Safety
regulations." - Campus Safety Director Charles Morris by
officers driving students to the airport
voluntarily, digging cars out of snow, and

While Herzberger cannot discuss the
specifics of the case because students are
still being investigated and disciplined
for their roles that evening, she asks for
students to monitor and police themselves, and to attempt to diffuse situations that seem to be getting out of
control.
Campus Safety Morris believes that
both the students and officers must create a sense of mutual respect for each
other.
"We have a job to do. We're trying to
do two things: provide safety and service
to the Trinity community. College rules,
must be enforced, not in a forceful way,
but we need to get students to cooperate
and respect those regulations."
Morris does believe that officers do receive verbal abuse, but that officers
should not allow themselves to return

the abuse. He states that officers must
develop sensitivity when dealing with
groups, to prevent from aiding the escalation of the incident.

Hartford Police Department to campus,
Morris wishes to alert the Trinity community of the specific protocol for such
a situation.
"The Director or Assistant Director
can call for assistance from the Hartford
Police whenever a decision renders that
help is needed."
During the incident outside of.St.
Anthony's Hall, the Assistant Director
called for police assistance because he deemed it necessary.
Morris is quick to defend the actions
of the Hartford Police Department concerning the Trinity community. "Any
time a Trinity student has been involved
with a crime, the police have, given us
special treatment. They give classes and
lectures concerning crime. The police
are not theenemy. They are concerned
with enforcing the laws, no more or no
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helping students with luggage.
Wrapping up his discussion on the
incident at St. Anthony's Hall, Director
Morris concluded by commenting on the
things he hopes to see at Trinity College
today and in the future.
"This incident should not tarnish any
relationship between the Trinity community and Campus Safety. We're here
to provide service and safety, and maintain a positive relationship with everyone."
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of your life. In the new millennium you will be
talking about today.
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The Trae Confessions of a PL,
Real-Life B-Movie Addict 0

ture enough.
B-movies also have the ability
to get away with things that
most other films would be too
I admit it. Most of the time 1 highbrow to do. A perfect exconsider myself a bit of a film ample is Evil Dead 2. The story
snob, or at least a connoisseur of is basically about a guy Fighting
good film. I don't just go to films demons in an abandoned cabin.
for a sort of escapism, I go to get He's pretty nonchalant about it
wrapped up and almost "feel" most of the time because he had
what a good movie is. I love in- to do the same thing in Evil
tense character development or Dead. There's a lot of gore in the
great editing or seeing some- film (carbonated cherry soda
thing that has never been done stands in for blood) but the most
before. I'm the person that has gruesome and brilliant scene
seen the three-hour film Mag- could never have been done outnolia three times. That's right. side the realm of B-movies. Our
Nine hours of film, in three hero's hand gets taken over by
evil spirits and begins attacking
days.
Recognize, however, that I him. It breaks plates over his
said most of the time. There is
an overlooked category on any
film critic's list-the brilliance:
the B-movie, Movies that are so
bad that, well, they're good.
These movies lack any real
character development whatsoever. The editing is usually so
choppy it's painful, and the creative aspect of the film usually
comes out in gruesome death
scenes.
These are the films that make
your Sunday afternoons as you
flip through the channels and
find a gem such as The Carsthat
Eat People on USA or walk into
another persons room at three
WAW.1MDB.COM
in the morning and end up
transfixed watching Blood/east. head and tries to grab a butcher
.: ^hatinarks these movies as knife to'kill him, all.the-wjb.ile
great is probably the entire cast making little, demonic noises.
and crew's realization that this In the end our hero cuts his own
is a really bad movie. Nobody's hand off with a chainsaw and
going to take anything too seri- eventually attaches that
ously. For example 1 don't think chainsaw as his new hand to
anyone watching Prom Night fight demons. Now if that's not
(in Jamie Lee Curtis' early a resourceful individual, I don't
scream queen days) is. going to know who is. I must admit
be too horrified when the head that's also disgusting, but
of the Prom King rolls down the within the confines of this Bpodium. Why you may ask? filmit'sok. Our hero seems fine
Just minutes before we had to with having a chainsaw for a
endure a very long disco danc- hand. In fact, wouldn't you
ing scene (complete with bad think that was pretty cool?
prom dresses, bad hair, and reThere are a few B-movies that
ally bad dancing) That was tor- seem to be unaware of how bad
BY DARCY ROAKE
Features Writer

they are and while sometimes
you may feel guilty laughing
you just can't help it.
Sylvester Stallone in Cobra
embodies this genre. Stallone,
in one of his "off" years (another
off year was Stop or My Mom
Will Shoot) plays a hardened
cop (Cobreski a.k.a. Cobra) who
always has a match in his
mouth instead of a toothpick.
The opening scene has him killing lots of bad guys in one of
those common supermarket
take-over hostage situations.
Early in the film it must be established that he is one tough
cop. He has a soft side too,
though, as we see when he is assigned to protect a model (who
has a very long, drawn out modeling scene complete with early
80s music) who has witnessed
a "stop sign homicide." Basically there are a band of killers
on the loose who kill people in
their cars at stop signs or delis
or wherever really.
The killers are Satan-worshippers who hang out in warehouses and bang on things with
hammers in unison and use castor oil to slick their hair. I don't
want to spoil the end but I will.
Stallone gets the girl, gets the
killers
(almost
singlehandedly) and, of course, his
partner dies. It's the best movie
ever... if you like really horrible
movies.
However, even in^tjie.^ad
moviecategorylhavelimi'ts. To
be a true B-movie you must fit
into the criteria I have shown
you. There's a difference between an actually painful
movie to watch (such as Wild,
Wild West) and a B-movie that's
so bad it's good. Take my advice,
to be a true film connoisseur
you need to watch the wide
spectrum of films from Fellini
to Cool Runnings. I promise you,
though, once you've seen your
first zombie decapitated you'll
always appreciate the art of Bmovies.
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Top Ten Ideas for New
Political Parties

10. Socialist Soccer Moms
9. Nude America Party
8. Democrats for a Conjugal White House
7. Whigs II
6. TheHuffers
5. Evangelistas
4. Bon Jovicrats
3. The Toga Party
2. The Public Health Party (financed by
Philip Morris)
1. Anything that Donald Trump belongs to

Millennium Madness
that a computer problem might
erase my credit card debts and
student loans but guess what,
they didn't. I anticipated that
Darn iL.after all of the hype maybe, if all went awry at the
and fanfare over Y2K, you gas stations and no one could
would think that at least some- fill their car up with gas anything would happen—a bomb more, people would have to
here, a psycho-rampage there. think of some other way to get
Something to make for big head- - around-you know, walking?
lines, and to make all of our talk And although I tried and tried,
forecasters said it
and worries and fears and after all the
1
preparations somehow see in" " Was oh-so 'possible at 12:01:66
am on January 1, 2000, I still
worthwhile.
Granted, 1 didn't want com- couldn't hack my way into my
plete chaos to happen: the acci- college's computer systems; my
dental.launching of a nuclear grades remain the same and I
warhead probably wouldn't won't get the jobs that I really
find me here typing this right want (powerful Wall Street bronow. And I'd sound like quite ker, Hollywood agent, Britney
the jerk by cheering for some Spears' official clothing
bloody massacre. But come changer). Instead I'll just settle
on...nothing? The lights didn't for the noble sounding Peace
even flicker a little bit. My com- Corps job for which I applied
BY PATRICK W. GAVIN
Features Writer

The millennium that was supposed to happen
never really did.
puter didn't make any funny
noises. Hell, 1 even had money
riding on my neighbor-the local religious whacko-running
out the door at midnight with a
shotgun, proclaiming the coming of the anti-Christ and killing all the town sinners. But no,
he stayed put and didn't cause
any. unrest and now I'm out
$100. And my water's still running and the dog's still barking
and I'm still breathing
and...blah. It's all just one big let
down, I figured that at the very
least, I could count on the crazy
Canadians up North to start a
commotion. New Year's Eve
wasn't the world's biggest party,
but rather the world's biggest let
down. Why? Because the millennium that was supposed to
happen never really did.
I'm also kind of bummed because while everyone was talking about the doom and gloom
that Y2K problems might cause,
I actually saw a lot of benefits
to the whole spectacle. 1 camped
out for three days in front of the
local ATM machine just to make
sure that 1 would be closest
when all of the cash spilled out
as soon as the clocks turned
over. But, of course, no cash
came out. And I was hoping

(reminder: according to
Webster's Dictionary: "Peace
Corps: (n) dignified, global- and
civic-minded job that allows
those who failed to anything of
significance during college to
delay having to confront that reality for a two-year duty").
Maybe, just maybe, if some
technical difficulties had occurred when the clock struck
twelve, all of the big New Years
concerts'production sets would
have collapsed, taking out the
performers. Just think of how
tempting the casualties would
have been: Ricky Martin, Will
Smith, Shania Twain, N'Sync,
Barbara Streisand. That little
Y2K bug could have cleaned up
the quality of our nation's music in a single evening.
And if only the Washington
Monument would have fallen. by some odd, millennium "mistake" (note to Middle East
terrorists: where were you?!?) - it
would have wiped off President
Clinton's annoying (but oh so
seducing..."Oh Bill...") smile
from his face as he welcomed in
the new century with talk of
"new prosperity, new global
progress, and new advances in
see NEW on page eleven
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A Look Back at Trinity's "Socrates of Seabury"
over fifty articles in the "learned journals" of historical research - publications
such as the American Historical Society
Journal and the American Historical
On Wednesday; January 12, Prof. Associationjournal, He had a reputation
Glenn Weaver, one of the most well-re- for being a methodical, detail-oriented
spected members of the Trinity commu- scholar who took great pride in his work.
nity, passed away. Weaver had been ill "He was a good, methodical scholar," says
since September, and he was hospital- Tyler. As an example of his thoroughness,
ized in Hartford Hospital at the time of Weaver's widow Emojean says that he
his death.
read every book on insurance that he
Glenn Weaver embodied the best
traits of the old school historian. He
sported a somewhat natty wardrobe to
school, and was frequently seen with a
cigar in hand. He was vastly well-read,
and a productive writer. Despite his encyclopedic knowledge of history, especially within the field of colonial
America, Prof. Weaver maintained a
high degree of humility in the face of the
vastness of history and the impossibility of one man's being able to understand
it all.
Weaver's prolific career as a history
teacher at Trinity spanned three decades,
starting in 1957. He taught a generation
of Trinity students, at both graduate and
undergraduate levels. Weaver contributed much more to Trinity than his
teaching, however - he brought together
COURTESY TRINITY IVY
much of the material that would become
Professor Weaver in 1987
the college archives; he administered the
graduate program in history; and he could find before writing on the Hartford
wrote The History of Trinity College, Ft. Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance
1, which covers the first century of the Company.
school's history. Furthermore, Weaver
As a result of the quality of his work,
produced a prpdigipus amount of schol- Weaver built a national reputation as a
arly research including Jonathan fine historian. When a publishing comTrumbuli: Connecticut's First Merchant; pany in California decided to put out a
History of Hartford; History of the Hart- book on the history of Hartford, it asked
ford Electric Light Company, and History Prof. Weaver three times to author the
of the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection work. Each time Prof. Weaver refused.
Finally the company was forced to adand Insurance Company.
First and foremost, however, Glenn mit to him that the Connecticut HistoriWeaver (was a fine teacher. "He was an cal,.Society would not release its
engaging lectufet^s%s«Dean ROiMd •
Spencer '64. Dr. John Tyler 73, who now unless Prof. Weaver was the author of the
teaches at Groton School in Groton, MA, book. Prof. Weaver then accepted the
says Prof. Weaver shaped him into a his- fourth request to write the history of
torian: "he was helpful to me coming out Hartford, according to Emojean.
Perhaps Prof. Weaver's greatest moof public schools since I was not the most
polished scholar. He helped me shape my ment as an academic came during the
ability to write and do research." Tyler bicentennial year of 1976. Each of the
went on to attain a doctorate in history thirteen original colonies put out a series
of books examining different aspects of
at Princeton University.
Watching him in class was, "entertain- colonial history. Prof. Weaver was choment, information, and the spectacle of sen to edit the series which explored
instruction all in one," says Joe Duffy, a Connecticut's role in the Revolutionary
graduate student who studied under War and he hand-picked thirty-five hisWeaver during the 1970s. Duffy adds that torians from across the state to each conhe was, "Vesuvian in his ability to present tribute a small book to the series. "His set
of thirty-five booklets won the highest
fact and interpretation."
Although Prof. Weaver specialized in national award as the best project of all
says
colonial America, he also taught a the thirteen original states,"
:
highly-regarded clasSjin American ur- Emojean.
Trinity College will forever be grateban history. One semester the class contained 167 students, which showed his ful for. the efforts that Prof. Weaver put
willingness to teach all comers, accord- into the History of Trinity College, Vol. 1.
ing to Dean Spencer. Spencer also notes "His great achievement was his history
that Prof. Weaver entered the field of ur- of Trinity. Writing school histories can
ban history years before Trinity as an be difficult but he was very fair minded,"
notes Tyler. The most notable by-prodinstitution would.
Prof. Weaver was a prodigious scholar uct of the research that he did for the
who turned out at least seven books and Trinity history is that he brought tor?

B Y JAMES C A B O T

Features Editor

New Year's Letdown

continued from page ten
muzzle technology so that we can prevent rats like Linda Tripp from blowing
the whistle on me againl.Oops, is this
thing on?"
But, of course, none of this happened.
Nothing. Even though I hoped and I
prayed. Even though 1 yearned for something sensational to pull me out of the
utter boredom also known as my life.
So now the "Millennium of all Millenniums" has been nothing but a successful attempt to break the Guinness Book
of World Records mark for "Disappointing Hype" (previous records have been
held by the last three Michael Jackson
records, Crystal Clear Pepsi, Michael
Jordan's cologne, and all hopes that "This
could be the Red Sox's year"). And so, I

am left broken-hearted with an unnecessary radiation-proof hole in my backyard, stocked with four-years' worth of
powdered chicken casserole and A A batteries.
As for "Y2K," "2000," "New Years,"
"Auld Lang Syne," and the rest of it: You
can take your noisemakers and Millennium-in-Reviews and shove them all. I
was ready for some "real" fireworks that
night but was left utterly disappointed.
For now, I'm going to try and put that
bunker underneath my mom's garden to
good use: I'm going down and waiting for
the world to do something exciting for
once. Until then, I'll be underground
watching Cheers reruns and bitching
about the casserole.
V .

gether documents pertinent to the
school's history which had previously
been scattered across campus. This collection of Presidential letters, academic
letters from each department and letters
from the athletic department, among
other documents, formed the nucleus of
what would become the Trinity College
Archives, according to Peter Knapp '64,
who is the college archivist.
Prof. Weaver was both loved and respected by those he taught. His students
nicknamed him the "Socrates of
Seabury," says Duffy, who adds that
many of his students were simply in awe
of his vast and varied knowledge of history. Spencer recounts an anecdote from
his freshman year that shows the level
of love his students felt for their teacher:
Weaver came into school having just
been cited by the Wethersfield police for
not shoveling the snow in front of his
house. He was angry and announced to
the class that he would go to the court to
contest the citation. A dozen students,
including Spencer and Prof. Jack
Chatf ield '64, organized themselves into
a group known as "Weaver's Beavers" and

went to court to show support for
Weaver. Weaver was found not guilty and
the fine was dropped.
More than anything else, Weaver's
former students and colleagues remember him as a kind man. "Glenn was a very
gentle, kind, affable man, a nice person,"
according to Prof. Borden Painter '57.
Prof. Michael Lestz '68, who is the chairman of the history department agrees:
"in a profession that is well-known for
back-biting, he was unfailingly kind and
never manipulative." Duffy adds, "Despite his erudition and his devotion.to
scholarship he never acted with the arrogance that you so often find in the upper echelon of academia. In short, he was
a teacher, a scholar and a Christian
gentleman."
No longer will students catch sight of
the dignified old scholar quietly working
on some piece of research in the college
library. No longer will the faint scent of
his beloved cigars permeate the halls of
Seabury.
Prof. Glenn Weaver has entered the
very pages of history that he studied and
loved so much.

Down With Disney
during the aforementioned conversations with these young, beautiful, chilFeatures Writer
dren that I realized the source of all the
blind optimism and idealistic stupidity
I had the chance to come into contact in the world. It was Disneyland. It is
with lots of small children over the through these characters that are aimed
break. I realize that my probation officer at the youth market that the Disney Corwould kill me if he ever found out about poration (headquartered in Disneyland)
this, but nevermind that. It was during brainwashes what would otherwise be
that time before the holidays when 1 was jaded, emotionally stable children! By
running the gamut of dinner parties presenting them with these downtrodwhere 1 met these kids. Being forced to den characters, the Disney Corporation
sit at the "under 12" table during dinner, presents these kids with heroes that they
I noticed that there seemed to be a few can identify with (children are weak
Wire Wtlefun*s" nioutning holidayturke'y '- arid, thus, easily exploited). * T » a W "
this year tha n there have been in the past. children end up believing that they
You see, in the past few years many of my should not give up when presented with
cousins have decided to get married, and a seemingly unconquerable foe. The end
many have gotten their wives pregnant up believing that they can change the
(afffer they got married, in most cases). world for the better and that their conThe result of this was sitting before me, tribution to society, however small, will
have an effect. It is because of these valmouthing holiday turkey.
After dinner, me and my newfound ues, instilled in me by these movies
friends engaged in a spirited game of when I was a child, that I ended up as a
carpet football (I kicked butt). We started disillusioned teenager. It is because of
discussing the finer points of life, center- these movies that I spent middle school
ing first on our undying love of involved with various clubs and student
Lunchables, and, later, on the recent film organizations. It is because of these movefforts of the Walt Disney corporation. ies that 1 went through that long-haired
Remembering the timeless Disney clas- Velvet Underground stage in middle
sics that I grew up Watching(CindereHa, school. In my opinion, this could all have
Fantasia, Winnie the Pooh, Flubber and been avoided if I had never been shown
the Mighty Ducks series), some disquiet" those movies when I was a kid.
ing parallels struck me about the averI have already taken action on this
age Disney movie's format. In each front. After laying waste to my Aunt's
Disney movie, there's a group of charac- entire Disney movie collection, then,
ters that are designed to appeal to the later, urinating on her carpet and slashchild audience specifically. These char- ing her tires, 1 ran off into woods for a few
acters (the mice in Cinderella, Tirnone days. When 1 awoke, disoriented and
and Pumba from The Lion King, the gar- very hungry, 1 immediately wandered
goyles in the Hunchback of Notre Dame, home and started writing this article.
etc.) all pander to the children's perspec- My conclusion is this: Michael Eisner
tive. They do this by being the oppressed and his band of mindless thugs need to
underlings who fight the good fight and know that they will no longer be allowed
are eventually rewarded in the end when to over-inflate the imaginations of
the hero prevails and conquers the op- America's youth. Join me in my crusade
pressive force. Now, in the past, 1 have against the Disney corporation, let your
ranted frequently about the evils of ide- representative know that you are antialism and how ills the tool of the men- Disney and proud. Together, we can
tally feeble, and here I wish to extend my change this world for the better, against
arguments.
all odds, one person at a time. Viva la
We need to blow up Disneyland. It was revolution!
B Y GEOFFREY STEVENS
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for East Coast clinic. Right candidate compensated apprx $7500 plus expenses.
Outstanding SATs and academics, analytical, even-tempered, Caucasian, dark
hair/eyes, olive complexion, even-featured, 57" or taller, lean/athletic build.
Please describe motivation along w/ several [returnable] photos to: POB 22, W.
Kingston, RI02892. All serious replies answered.
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A Freshman's Guide to
Winter Fun in the Snow
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Mystical Bob
Reads the Starzs

is going to be a snowstorm, old people
feel the need to buy as much bread, waMorgaine and her "real" horoscopes will return next week.
ter, and toilet paper as possible. Their
logic is, of course, that in a snowball
PlSCES
fight, bread, water and toilet paper can
Welcome back to school. I hope that
VIRGO
be used to make cool snow forts.
you had a fun time wherever you were
fE£» IS"
AUG 25 -SETT 22
I often wonder if in places where it
over our winter break, and that you got
Hey there, good looking, It looks like
snows a lot, Wisconsinforexample, all
Stop it!! Whatever you are doing, you
whatever gift you wanted during the
you got yourself cleaned up, for once.
the old peoplehave entire rooms full of
holidays. 1 had a great time even
are really really bad at it. So stop right
This week, everyone will be talking
bread, water, and toilet-paper, that they
though Santa didn't, give me everynow! Are you stupid? Remember that
about how good you look, so enjoy.
have instinctively bought every time it
thing that I asked for.
just because something is fun to do, it
Don't get used to it, however, because
snowed.
doesn't always look good. Also, watch
I thought that he had. I woke up
come
this time next week you will go
As the old people with the bread-forts
for little green things that get stuck
Christmas morning and ran downback to your messy ways, and no one
know, snow can be a lot of fun, but it can in your teeth.
stairs to see this big box nicely
will want to look at you again.
also get you in a lot of trouble. So here
wrapped in red and green paper. I
LI5RA
thought that maybe this would be the' are a few pointers about snow that I wish
ARIES
J^
SETT25-OCT22 JL,
someone had been thoughtful enough to
one year that I got what I really wanted.
tell
me
before
I
decided
to
come
up
north
I mean, the box was big enough.
MAR21 -ATK \9
The stars are saying that you should
to school.
I ran into the living room and started
You are what is commonly referred to
do no work for this entire week. ForThe first thing that you need to know
to examine the package to make a
as "the man." I would give you advice,
get
what
your
professors
say.
Are
they
about snow is that the yellow snow tastes
guess as to whether or not St. Nick had
but you're so money, you don't need it.
as
all-powerful
as
the
stars?
I
THINK
absolutely nothing like the yellow snow
actually delivered the present that I
In fact, you should be giving me adNOT! This is your week to do nothcone. And the brown snow tastes nothhad asked for. But then I made a starvice. Hey, if I come over sometime this
ing but chill with your friends.
ing like the chocolate one. The frost that
tling discovery, and if you had been
week, will you let me in on your segathers on a metal pole doesn't taste that
there, you would have seen the smile
crets of being so cool?
5CORPIO
good either.
instantly wiped from my face.
OCT25-NOV2I
A box like that would have needed
The most important thing to know
TAURUS
some air holes if Santa was going to use
about the snow, however, is that too much
Scorpios are well known for being
\TK 20 - MAY 2O
it to deliver a girlfriend.
time in it can be bad for your health. Yes,
pains in the ass. You are annoying all
the
snow
can
be
fun,
but
it
can
also
make
I didn't get everything that I asked
of your friends, and if you keep it up You wish you were as cool as your Arfor. So what? I still had a fun time. I you sick. Therefore, you shouldn't spend
ies friends, but you're not. The best you
you will become a big loser. You want
too much time playing in the snow withwas having so much fun that I almost
can do is to follow them around hopriends,
don't
you?
Or
are
you
happy
out coming inside and getting warm.
didn't want to come back to the land
just being a loser? It's all up to you, ing that some of their coolness rubs off
of construction and classes that we call
The best place to get warm, ladies,
on you - but it won't. Why don't you go
chief! Don't blow it.
TrinityCollege. However,everyone has
would be one with plenty of hot chococry about it?
to return sometime.
late, warm soup, and, most importantly,
someone who understands that the best
And how did Mother Nature decide
SAGITTARIUS
way to stay warm is to snuggle close toGEMINI
to welcome me back to the lovely state
NOV22-DELC2I
gether (like the Eskimos do). Lucky for
of Connecticut? With a big snowMAY 21 -XIN2O
you, my room is just that place. So if Change your sheets, will yaP. People
storm, of course. The way to tell if there
you're in the cold and you want a place
is going to be a snowstorm is to go to
.11 the way down the hall are com- This is your lucky week! Take all of
to come in and warm ups come on over.
the local supermarket and look to see
plaining about the smell, and pretty
your savings, and go to a roulette table
Trust .me, I'm only lookingoutfor you.
what the old people ate buying. If there
soon they'll call campus safety. You'll
in Foxwppds, .;Pu.t i t, all on Red.,If you
be in trouble then, won't you? I can do, for sbrne''reason', lose, ddn't'blame
hear the nicknames now, "Smelly"
the stars. It's probably your fault for
nd "Stinky-Sheets" are just a few. No going to the wrong roulette table. Man,
B
MCmt
Millennium Meandering"
*
*
one wants to come back to reunions
only you could mess up a sure thing
l
nd be known as "the smelly guy."
like that
ACROSS
BY BRIAN NANOS
Features Editor
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Crossword 101
1

f

5 Bidding plant

w

tf

14 Labor kwlnKs.
15fi«gk>nlnth8Alps:Var
18 Swd covering
17 Shakespeare's soon
161836 tioQB site
19Peddl«
M 1901 radioman
ttWSO'a pop group

1

3

10

11

n

Xi

H

16

CAPRICORN

17

IS

DE.C2.2-JAN1?

20

Feeling lonely? Well it won't last.
This is your week to find your "special
someone." By the end of the week everyone else in Mather will be whispering about you two. Of course, if you
don't find someone this week you will
be lonely for the rest of the year.

AQUARIUS

SB Fanny
JB31-WS1
29Subslltut9:Abbr
30 Sou&aphones
WTakaheed
36 Almost not
37 News wg.
WGutonbwg's 1455 job
40 TWo: Abbe
41 im's TVstarSid
43 Lifeguard's fringe
44 Big
theory
45 Reykjavik money
46 Mortar trough
47 Recipient of a gift
481950'* Bridge export
SO Al Gore, for one
511885 auto pioneer
541610 star gazer
58 CM rights org. of 1920
58 Zealous
61
parmesan
62 Leg bone
63 Creep away
64 Stake
66 Master & Mistress lead in
66 Borderlines
67 1776 seamstress
DOWN
t Wander
2 Coil, establish®} in 1845

JAN2O~,FE.5 18
I would have looked for your horoscope, but no one cares.
Awww.
Too bad.
3 God of thunder
4 7776 signer
5 Follows fruit or vegetable
6 HaMike structures
7 1972 U.S. proposalAbbr
8 June 17, 1775 Battle of
Bunker Hill, e.g.
9 Blackthorns
10 1822-1895 biologist
11 1980's pitcher Hmhtser
12 Heap
13 Building wings
21 Ludwig's 1823"__toJof
23 Rose petal aroma
25 1817 Erie Canal builder
26 Actor Lea 1940 to 1973
27 Give back
28 More slippery

35 Goof
361778 signer Franklin
38 Oral statemertfiLaw
39 Small amount

42Fmidof1856toim
44 Simon of 1783 to 1830
45 J835 Birth of NY

47100 els.'
49 Actress Delia bom 1331
50 Bert __, Ms. America MC
51100 yard run
52 Painful sensation
53 Pelvic bones
54 1907-1998 cowboy Autry
55 1990's TV host
56 Consumes
57 Barcelona cheers
60 Musician's job

29 1964 boxing champ
31 1923-1984 Irish author
32 Only

33 1871-1906 Irish author

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDCM32@aol.com
Mali: GFR, P.O. Bos 461, Sebmectady, NY 12301

Quotable Quota

"Youth has no age.''
... Pablo Picasso

CANCER K
Uh... 1 think the stars were saying
something about how you might be in
grave danger this week. Either that,
or you're going to eat french fries at
some point. Hey! Give me a break, it's
my first day. Reading the stars isn't as
easy as you would think.

LEO
JUL25-AUG22
The Answer: copious, explicate, and
abhorrence. The Question: what are
three words that you use when you're
trying to show off how "ejumacated"
you are? Well, cut the act, 'cuz no one's
falling for it.

SPECIAL!!
Large Cheese Pizza

495 Farmington Avenue

Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

defer a p i k e inffetfEartfori

233-8888
Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

for delivery

Use your charge card
.CKi minimum)

We deliver slices and cigarettes

Medium 12a (8 slices) Thin Crust * Large 16U (8 slices) Thin Crust *X-Large 20" (8slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Cheese
;
Veggie
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings..,

Medium
...$ 7.50....
$10.00
..$10.50
$ .50...

Large
......$ 9.85
.$14.85
,...$15.85
$ 1.00

X-Large
$12.00
..$17.50.....
$19.00
$ 1.50.....

Sicilian
$13.00
$18.50
...$20.00
.„....$ 1,50

TOPPINGS: Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatbafi, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Exfra Cheese, Bacon, Oiiyes, 8roccoii, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.
;

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
SBG sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

PhillyCheese Steak
;Phi!ly Cheese Steak w/Bacon........;.................
< AMU 1 '

'fc : H

i^

•

jtak

XALZONES •

Our own handmade pizza dough stulfed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses, Wended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinaia sauce.

.,.....$5,50
$6.25

M.

JI

Phiifv Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak..;

Chicken Parmiaiana
Eggplant Parmigiana.

'

^u

.•—

m*

$7,45

$5.15
-.$5.15

'

Sausage Parmigiana

..................I!.$5!i5

Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese...
Tuna & Cheese..

.;.....
,

...$5.40
$5.15
,$5.15
.$5.15;

Caizone
each additional filling
$ .50
APPETIZERS
Buffalo Tenders
(6)for$5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)........
(12) for $6,00
• -Chicken F i r a e f i f c f ^ ^ ^
Mozzarella Slicks..... „....;...,:., :;.:::::...;....:.,.»..,..„;... (7) for $4.75
Onion Rings
..........................
$3.20
French Fries
..........................
Cheese Fries....... ......................
...,......,.$3.70
Fried Dough....
8 for$2,S0 <&>
Breadsficks...
8 for $2.50.
$1.85;<&
• Garlic. Bread .........I...... ..»
•
Garlic Bread w/cheese
....„.,.: $2.40

Veggie & Cheese.
....„,...„.,....... $4,50
Pepperoni &Cheese
......$5.40
Salami & Cheese...,
,......„.....;..„.
$4.90 Chips ..„....,..,;.......„.........•
$ JO
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5.65 S A L A D S - . • • •
.
:
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese...
$6.00 Tossed Salad
$4.05
BIT & Cheese.
.$4.25 Anfipasto Salad
$5.7S
Grilled Ham & Cheese ....„
..-..„.-. $4.90
TunaSafad....
..J<.,,^.......,.,....,.,..^.,.I^,.«.|S.75
•DINNERS
Extra Dressing
,...;.......$ .50
served w/gartic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicottl • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells • . DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fat F i e Italian •
.DESSERTS
^ •
$6.30 (with Meat-$1.00; extra).
Triple Chocolate Cake
S O D A S (one liter)
Aii prices do notinclude tax.
Coke, Diet
Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea
,.,.
$1.80
m mm

!er
Mutt present <mpm - Coupon eannol b# wmblne^,

E Order flfGARLK BREAD
j with Any L

I

MMK

mm

IEE LITER OF SOD/
a Or
Must pmm\ coupon • Coupen cannot t» combined
Hwt mention iwpon before ord«ring.
ffl$$$& ^8@iSB l ^ ^ l

i^^^

l^^^

^ ^ ^

Most p«wnt coupon •> €o«pon cannot be cw*ln«<t
Ifeis! meoflw toupm before srd«ln|
mm mm Mm M « « w mm ««s« mm

with pereliase of any
arge p

JL mm mm mm

Coupotuimnotbs comblmd,
MM

mm mm
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Coward Musical Performances
Understandably Disappointing
*'>„
1

Don't miss The War Zone at
Real Art Ways in Hartford.
This riveting story about a
troubled fifteen-year-old boy
will show from February 2-8.
Students with IDs pay $5.25.
For ticket information call
(860)232-1006.
See the Indigo Girls in concert at UConn's Jorgensen
Auditorium on Thursday,
February 17 at 8 PM. For
ticket information call the
box office at (860)486-4226
from Monday to Friday
11AM-5PM.

Mark your calenders to see
the hit musical Chess at the
Bushnell Theater. The musical will run from February
8-13. Ticket prices range
from $16.50-49.50. For more
information call (860) 9875900. Tickets are also available through Telecharge
(800)233-3123.
Don't miss "Jubilation2000 A Celebration of African-American Textiles" at
the Pump House Gallery at
the southeast corner of
Bushnell Park. The exhibit
runs from January 27
through February 25. Gallery hours are Tuesday-Friday 11AM-2PM. .

BY DEVIN PHARR

• Senior Editor

If there is any mistake in the
details of the performances
Coward Cabaret and Shadow
Play, 1 apologize because I had
trouble paying attention during
the performance. In fact, I was
quite glad to be there as a reviewer, because if 1 had gone
simply to watch, I'm not sure
how I would have occupied my
time.
Both performances were "in
honor of the Noel Coward Centenary" which struck me as an
odd way of celebrating his
birthday. First, he's dead. This
only added fuel to my question
as to why I was in the theatre
Thursday night. Second, I would
imagine that Coward, who was
accomplished in all angles of
stage production, would have
objected to either of the two
musicals being performed. I
heard from several people that
rehearsal for both was barely
adequate to prevent the play's
performers from embarrassing
themselves.

them a bit. Granted the mixing
of long round notes with a
quick talking-like singing is
hard. What was lost was the
difference in the tone and style
between the songs. So we were
left only with variations of
speed and the voices of the singers to entertain us. But unfortunately no matter what the
singers did, they managed to
constantly emphasize all their
weaknesses.
I will say the three women
sang well together, and Stevens
did a good job with "Come the
Wild, Wild, Weather" even if it
seemed his voice did not fit the
music. Steele accompanied the
others well but was either given

Reynolds Rock '00) and Simon
Gayforth (Nathaniel Zeitz '00).
The couple is being torn in two
by somewhat open infidelity
and are trying to sort out what
is going wrong.
The confusion in the plot
comes from a laying of fantasy
and dream sequences on top of
what is really happening
(which we find out later). In the
play it is intended to create a
sort of "flashback" effect for the
audience. This is where I feel the
performance truly failed.
The plot was made more confusing by the director's inability
to bring out this "flashback" effect. If this sounds cryptic to you
it's because it is. It's, hard espe-

Unfortunately, no matter what the singers
did, they managed to constantly emphasize
all their weaknesses.

or selected a really boring song
from 1961's Sail Away.
In the song, several of the performers from Shadow Play came
in wearing "everyday clothing"
and began silently touristing
around the stage.
Where that proved a distracIf true, this was most evident
in the first performance (If false, tion, the inclusion of the entire
may everyone associated find cast of Shadow Play at the end
an unemployed deity to pity of the last song, "Why Must the
you). A Coward Cabaret starred Show Go On?" was rather good
Dana Banks '03, Katherine (even if someone did ask: "why
Braman '03, Suzie Ramirez '03, doesn't the show stop?")
Shaylor Steele '02 and Clifford
Shadow Play was much
Stevens '03 - a notably young more entertaining, despite begroup of performers who are ing a great deal more confusnot without talent. The actual ing. It's always nice to have a
Cabaret is a collection of 12 plot to be confused by. The
songs independently written or play takes place in the present
from musicals, all by Coward.
day of the year it was written,
The songs were a fairly good 1936.
It opens in the middle of a
mix but were restrained by
other factors; The talent seemed quickly souring young marto limit the performance of riage between Victoria (Dana

daily if you don't have the time
to rig enough cellophane for the
audience to experience a
Wayne's World style de-focus.
The play was rather entertaining, (I'm still not sure the
kid playing badminton was a
member of the cast) slightly
confusing (evident in the audience not understanding the wit)
and credit should be given to
everyone for doing the play in an
English accent.
Martha's accent (Amanda
Holden '02) was particularly
good as well. Overall I enjoyed a
lot of the concept in the play and
much of the performance. Music
on the piano in both performances was performed by
Gerald Moshell who also directed Shadow Play. Choreography in both cases was done by
Elizabeth Rohfritch '99 who also
directed A Coward Cabaret.

American Cantata Features Bright New Stars Portraying Bright Old Women
BY AMY BUCHNER

/ Arts Editor

To Peed Their Hopes: An
American Cantata was a musical history lesson about the lives
and personalities of American
women from Colonial times
through .the twentieth century.
The musical was directed by Professor Gerald Moshell and choreographed by Jeanette Bonner
('02). Based on John Sanford's
novel To Feed Their Hopes, the

musical has a book by Elaine
Kendall and Elaine Moe, lyrics
by Elaine Kendall, and music by
Dennis Poore.
SashaBratt('03),playedJulian,
a writer, who narrated the musical and spoken sequences.
Margaux Bettencourt 003),
Jeanette Bonner ('02), Alicia
Ditta 003), Kari Ann Sweeney
003), and Shayla Titley 002)
played the various women being
highlighted throughout the program.
Bratt, with his pleasant and
expressive narration expertly
guided the audience through the
women's stories. Alicia Ditta
sang the show's opening number,
"Copper Kettle." As Bratt's elementary school teacher, she
sings him historical facts to help
aid him in his studies.
Ditta charmed the audience
with her gorgeous voice and

The cast of To Feed Their Hopes: An American Cantata

winning stage presence. Her woman duet "Over and Past" due
bright smile and vocal talents to her partner Bettencourt's larprovided a strong start to the yngitis.
show. Later on in the perforUnfortunately,
because
mance, Ditta played delightful Bettencourt was stricken with
Social snob Alice Roosevelt laryngitis, the audience was unLongworth and showed that she able to hear her in full voice.
was endowed not only with a However, despite this potentially
great voice, but with comedic tal- disastrous ailment, Bettencourt
ents as well.She was also touch-, still, managed to give an enering as the widow of Nicola Sacco getic, if whispery, portrayal of
in "The Girl From Lombardy" Irish woman Molly Maguire,
and her theatrical emergency nineteenth century astronomer
skills were displayed in the one- Maria Mitchell, and dancer

CASSIHALIAM

Isadora Duncan.
Sweeney, who at first was
stuck playing some of the more
drably written women, broke out
and gave wonderful performances as more exciting characters like Eleanor Roosevelt and
Marion Davies, mistress of newspaper tycoon William Randolph
Hearst. Her "San Simeon Blues"
number was adorable and her
transformation from tweedsuited Eleanor to slinky-sequin ed Marion was a wonder to

behold.
Bonner also sparkled in her
flamboyant role as Wild West
figure Baby Doe. Clad in a black
outfit with long gloves and fan,
she shone in one of the best sequences of the evening; stage
presence and talent aside,
Bonner's outfit alone deserved
applause.However, the evening
truly belonged to Shayla Titley
who number after number portrayed amazing women with a
subtle but strong presence and
beautiful voice.
As jazz singer Bessie Smith,
Jefferson's, mistress Sally
Hemmings, and Josephine Baker,
Titley enchanted. Her quiet solo
"Boy" sent chills rushing through
Garmany Hall. The blocking of
this number left Titley out of the
sightlines of many of the audience members, but fortunately
her voice carried to every seat in
the house.
Her jazzy solo "Forgotten
Women's Blues," markedly different from her previous number,
showed her range of talents. As
soulful and slightly tipsy Bessie,
Titley received much applause.
In all, the show progressed
seamlessly, Bratt's smooth narration and the cast's obviously
well rehearsed numbers created
a fine show and offered these five
women a chance to not only salute the women of America, but
a chance to show off their talents.
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Better When You've Got Your Act Together
BY MICAH COGEN

Arts Editor

There are two vital things to take into
consideration when reviewing a musical. The first is the individual performance; the second is the chemistry of the
actors on stage. In most cases, direction,
orchestra, and lighting are secondary. In
the Thursday night performance of I'm
GettingMy ActTogether andTakingiton
the Road at the Austin Arts Center, the
quality of individual acting was in some
cases extremely impressive and overall,
up to par. Unfortunately, the chemistry
that existed on stage was lacking enough
to compromise the rest of the performance.
Before proceeding a little background
of the show is needed. I'm GettingMy Act
Together and Taleingit on the Road, written by Gre'tchen Cyler and Nancy Ford,
premiered at The New York Shakespeare
Festival in 1978. It is the story of a cabaret singer named Heather (Amy Williams '00) who, at the crossroads in both
her life and career, changes the content
of her material to reflect the mature
woman she is ready to express.
The play is set at a rehearsal for her
first comeback performance. Heather is
always in competition with her manager, Joe (Peter Blair '01), who struggles
to accept this new change.
Alice (Kristen Delany '00) and Cheryl
(Jessica Kennet '01) are Heather's backup
singers and performers. Lastly, Jake
(Jamie McDonald) and Bobby (Mark
.Manczuk) are Heather's onstage band.
The show deals with gender issues and
identification concerning all three girls
and Joe.
Amy Williams gavea stunning performance. As an actress, she created a very

complex and real character. She developed a beautiful balance between sarcasm and sympathy that flowed nicely
together. Also, her performance was
stark and stripped when the role called
for it. Vocally, she possesses a wonderfully soulful voice, which reflected
Heather's personal struggle between the
woman she wanted to be, and the
woman society expects from her.
Peter Blair gave a very respectable performance that showed some careful
planning and thought, as well as understanding of his character Joe. Being the
only male lead, his role was very difficult. He was both the symbol of society
as well as a victim of it. What Blair
lacked was fluidity, and too often lines
were lost or slowly delivered. Regrettably, Blair was not able to convincingly

Lastly, Jamie McDonald and Mark
Manczuk, non-Trinity students who
were both "the band" as well as actors
brought an additionalcomedic release to
a predominately non- comedic show. In
addition, they offered a generally solid
orchestra.
Still, a show is not successful by individual performance alone. What the
show desperately needed was chemistry.
It is something that few character interactions in the whole performance pos-•.
sessed.
Relationships were loosely established
and characters across the board lacked
familiarity with each other. A distance
existed especially between Heather and
Joe that went far beyond what the script
called for.
Even when the gap between their pro-

The chemistry that existed on stage was lacking
enough to compromise the rest of the performance.
CA5SIHAU.AM

express either Joe's ambivalence or his
personal struggle. However, it must be
said that Blair played quite possibly the
most difficult role in the show.
The most disappointing aspect of the
show, which can only blamed on writers Cryer and Ford, was that the parts of
Alice (Delany '00) and Cheryl (Kennet
'01) were not larger. Both were enjoyable
actresses as well as good singers.- Kristen
Delany has an awesome stage presence
and a strong voice that needed to be more
expressed in the musical.
Jessica Kennet appeared more rigid,
especially when she was not directly involved in the scene. However, when she
was directly involved, Kennet received a
good share of laughs attributed primarily nice line delivery and calculated
timing.

fessional relationship and their private
friendship lessened, seen in Heather's
song for Joe, neither actors were able to
establish the sense of familiarity that the
script had earlier suggested.
No one individual actor is responsible for the general lack of chemistry
rather it is the responsibility of both
the cast and the director. For the most
part, the directing by Nora Matthews
'00 was very well laid out. However,
critical staging decisions may have
compromised the chemistry and Flow
of the show. Particularly noticeable
was how easily background actions
became dead space.
For instance, often one could observe Alice and Cheryl, as well as the
two band members, blatantly staring
at the interactions between Heather

The cast of I'm GettingMy Act
Together and Taking it on the Road.

and Joe. Even mild interaction between the four of them would not have
been too distracting. In fact, the realism of such scenes was greatly reduced by allowing these four actors at
times to be spectators, rather than participants. In defense, very mild interaction, such as Alice's card shuffling
with Cheryl was noted.
In all, the show was individually
well'acted and nicely sung. In addition the show was respectably directed and put together, ltneeds to be
stressed that had the cast and crew
been given more time to rehearse,
problems in blocking' and in the overall chemistry could have been resolved.

Trinity Celebrates Puerto Rican Music And Art
talk during the opening reception.
The exhibit will be on view in
Director of Community
theMather Art Space Gallery Mondays
Services
to Fridays 9AM-8PM and Saturday 9am6pm until February 18.
An exciting festival at Trinity College
The festival will highlight three muwill celebrate the vibrant "Rhythm of sical traditions; musicajibara (music of
the People" of Puerto Rico with concerts, Puerto Rico's mountain region that has
films, exhibits, lectures and workshops strong Spanish influences), the bomba
to be held on campus from February 3 (the authentic Puerto Rican form of African music and rhythm), and the plena.
to February 7.
1
Ritmo de Pueblo: A Festival o/Puerto (an early-20' ' century, popular musical
form
that
combines
African and SpanRican Music and Art will link the Trinity College campus and the Hartford ish influences).
LOS PLENEROS DE LA 21 (New York
community in a lively and educational
celebration which will highlight the cul- City's preeminent ambassadors of Afrotural and artistic contributions of Puerto Puerto Rican bomba and plena music)
BY VAL RAMOS

The goals of this festival are to highlight and celebrate
Puerto Rican musical traditions and culture in ways
that inform, educate, entertain, and engage.
Will perform in concert on Friday, FebRicans.
The goals of this festival are to high- ruary 4, at 8 PM in the Austin Arts Cenlight and celebrate Puerto Rican musi- ter to showcase the vibrant sound and
cal, traditions and culture in ways that, driving energy of this music rooted in
inform, educate, entertain, and engage . the barrios of the island;
THE CUATRO PROJECT featuring the
those who attend, and to promote a
greater appreciation of this community's Cuatro Master YOMO TORO will percultural heritage. Most events will take form on_Saturday, February 5 at 8 PM.
place on the Trinity College campus and also in the Austin Arts Center. This' concert will feature two of Puerto Rico's
many will be free of charge.
The festival will begin on Thursday, greatest Cuatro masters - Yomo Toro and
February 3 with the opening of the pho- Alvin Medina - in an unforgettable
tographic exhibit Puerto Ricans: Images evening that will celebrate Puerto Rico's
of a Culture, Culture of a People by Juan 10-string guitar-like instrument.
The Orquesta Jibara Antigua will
Fuentes Vizcarrondo on February 3,
from 4PM-6PM in the Mather ArtSpace open the concert. Admission to each of
the concerts is $12 and $8 (free with TrinGallery (Mather Student Center).
This noted Puerto Rican photographer ity ID). For ticket information contact
• has documented Hartford's Puerto Rican the Austin Arts Center Box Office at
(860)297-2199.
community for thirty years.
Ritmo de Pueblo will also feature other
The exhibit will have as a theme the
cultural presence of Puerto Rican artists exciting events that are free and open to
and musicians in Hartford. Trinity Pro- the general public including a workshop
fessor Pablo Delano will give an informal on the Cuatro by The Cuatro Project on

on how Roberto Sierra's music explores
a merge between contemporary composition techniques and sounds that have
their origin in the music of Puerto Rico.
Reinforrcing its connection with both
Trinityand Hartford's Puerto Rican community, Ritmo de Pueblo will also feature
both musical groups—Los Pleneros de la
21 and The Cuatro Project—in workshops
exclusively for Hartford students and
teachers. They will be held on Friday,
February 4 at Bulkeley High School and
Mary Hooker Middle School.
The Hispanic Health Council and
Guakia will collaborate to bring groups
of community residents from Frog Holmusic.
, .
' • • • . ' • • '•'••••..•••'• \
..'
low and the South End to the Trinity
•. The film will be followed by an infor- campus on Saturday, February 5 to atmal talk by. Trinity Professor Lise Waxer. tend the workshops and films scheduled
A variety of other films on Puerto Rican for that day. Lastly, musicians from the
history, culture and music will be shown Pleneros de la 21 will give an improptu
in the Alumni Lounge at Mather from 11 performance at a venue on Park Street,,
a.m. to3;30PM. ,'. : . :
• • ' \ the heart of Hartford's Latino commuRitmo de Pueblo also celebrates the nity.
emergence of .a Puerto Rican voice in . RITMO DE PUEBLO is sponsored by
classical music that draws, elements the Austin A rts Center and various other
from bomba and plena'music.
departments at Trinity College (Music De' Special guest Roberto Sierra, Associ- partment, Office of Multicultural Affairs,
ate Professor of Music at Cornell Univer- the President's Office and the Office of
sity,'is one of Puerto Rico's finest classical Community Service), the Kellogg Founcomppsers. Mr. Sierra wilt join Trinity./ . dation/College Community Innovation
Professor Douglas Johnson onMonday, Fund at Trinity College, Guakia (the
February 7 during his Music 200 com- Puerto Rican cultural center in Hartford)
position class at 1:15 PM, in the Austin ICACO (a Puerto Rican cultural organiArts Center's Garmany Hall, for a discus-^ zation in Hartford), El Extra (Latino)
sion of the challenges of musical com- newspaper, the Hispanic Health CounSaturday, February 5, from 11 AM to
12:30 PM. in the Mather Student Center,
Washington Room. A workshop on
bomba and plena by Los Pleneros de la
21 will commence on Saturday, February
5, from 2 to 3:30 PM. in the Mather Student Center, Washington Room.
Also film screenings of Nuestro
Cuatro, Plena, Canto' y Trabajo will be
offered from 4-5:30 PM. in the Mather
Student Center (Spanish film in the
Rittenberg Lounge; English version in
the Terrace Room B).
This documentary: film, produced by
The Cuatro Project, explores the: history
of the Cuatro instrument in; Puerto Rican
:

The exhibit will have as a theme the cultural presence
of Puerto Rican artists and muscians in Hartford.
position.
Compositions by Sierra and by Jack
Delano will be performed by clarinetist
Kathleen Jones of the Orquesta Sinfdnica
of Puerto Rico.
A talk and performance will follow at
6 PM. (also at Garmany Hall) focusing

cil, Mary Hooker Elementary Public
School, and Bulkeley High School. The.
exhibit and films are funded by the Connecticut Humanities Council.
For more information you may call
(860) 297-2199 or visit the web site at:
wwwtrincoll.edu/events/prmusic/.

'
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Being John MalkovichComes To Cinestudio
BY SASHA BRATT

Arts Writer

We hurnans, being the inquisitive creatures that we are,
have all, at least at some
point or another wondered
what it would be like to walk
around inside someone else's
head. The opportunity to enter
into someone else's consciousness has forever been an
interest, albeit a quiet one, for
many of us.
In Beingjohn Malkovich, this
objective is met. All the cerebral
mind-bending that this experience would produce is shown
and goes way past any of our

unrecognizable in this unconventional role.
One name that will be more
mainstream since the release of
this movie is that of Catherine
Keener, who so wickedly plays
the love interest of both Cusack
and Diaz. There is, of course,
John Malkovich, who is absolutely brilliant in his (sometimes detrimental) portrayal of
John Malkovich.
The movie is the story of Craig
(Cusack), a struggling puppeteer
waiting for his big break. He
becomes completely frustrated
when no one appreciates the art
of puppeteering and it becomes
a strain on his eccentric animal
loving wife, Lotte (Diaz). Lotte

The movie conies to a climax in a most
outrageous way that seems farfetched even
for this movie.
encourages him to find work
wildest dreams.
Beingjohn Malkovich, which is and he finds a job filing for a
being shown at Cinestudio from company called Lestercorp.
February 2-5, is the most original
Up until now the story is a
and creative movie that I have ever stretch, but this is where the
had the pleasure of viewing. Few madness thickens. Lestercorp is
words can describe it and it is like located on the 71/2 floor of the
no movie that I have seen. First- building.
time director Spike Jonze has
To reach this floor one must
quickly made a name for him- stop the elevator between the
self with this hilarious look at 7th and 8th floors and then pry
different aspects of the human the doors with a crow bar. Upon
condition, including pride, de- stepping off the elevator Craig
spair, longing, sexuality, curios- finds it to be exactly half the
ity, and absurdity.
size of a regular building floor.
The film boasts an impres- All employees are crouched
sive cast that includes screen over so as to miss hitting their
veteran John Cusack and his heads on the ceiling.
screen wife Cameron Diaz, who
Thanks to the incredible
at first glance is almost manual dexterity Craig had

gained through puppeteering,
Dr. Lester hired him for the filing job. His life seems to continuously travel down the
proverbial toilet.
He has lost both his passion
. and his love for his wife
and lusts for his co-worker
Maxine (Keener) who refuses to
give him the time of day. One
day, while cleaning up, he finds
a small door behind a cabinet.
This is where the movie goes
from crazy and ridiculous to
completely and wonderfully
absurd. He opens the door to
find a long tunnel, and he starts
going into the tunnel only to
find himself sucked through it.
He lands in the consciousness
of a man and feels all the stimuli
that the man engages in.
Upon looking in the mirror
he realizes that he is looking
through the eyes of the actor
John Malkovich. He is thrilled
that he is living life through
someone else's eyes, but it only
lasts fifteen minutes. When it is
over, he is deposited on the side
of the road on the New Jersey
turnpike.
This turn of events is so random, but that's what makes it so
great. It is totally unexpected,
but the audience accepts it as
normal.
Craig tells Maxine about the
portal to impress her, and they
start an entrepreneurship selling trips into John Malkovich's
head for $200. Lotte takes the
trip and becomes addicted to it.
It starts to make her long to
be a man, especially after
Maxine courts Malkovich,

RIV MO)
DEPUEBOO

WWW.BE1NGJOHNMALKOVICH.COM/PHOTOS

The John Malkovich experience
knowing that Lotte is in his
head. Lotte and Craig become
jealous over Maxine and over
Malkovich making the results
remarkably witty and ridiculously fun. The movie comes to
a climax in a most outrageous
way that seems farfetched even
for this movie.
The greatest scene in the film
might be when Malkovich goes
inside his own head. First time
scribe Charlie Kaufman has
written the most original movie
script that I have ever seen done
for the mainstream.
It was so refreshing to see a
movie that did not follow the
formula utilized by most recent
films. Not only does it wander
away from the formula, but this
movie is like the anti-formula.
The movie will probably be
overlooked for a Best Picture nod
at the Oscars because it is so cutting edge, but in my view this
was the most entertaining and

well put together movie that I
have seen this year.
It has already won awards
from the New York Film Critics Circle, Los Angeles Film
Critics Association, and from
the Broadcast Film Critics
Association, including Best Supporting Actor (John Malkovich),
Best Supporting Actress
(Catherine Keener), Best Screenplay (CharlieKauf man), and Best
First Film for a Director (Spike
Jonze).
I rarely would recommend that anyone should
see a film; it is not my place
to say what a reader will or
will not like, but in this case,
I must. I think that seeing
this film will be something
that you will not regret, a
cerebral roller coaster that is
unparalleled.
Beingjohn Malkovich will
open at Cinestudio Wednesday Night.

Celebrate the vibrant "Rhythm of the People" of Puerto Rico
in a major cultural festival. The highlight of RITMO OE PUEBLO
is two concerts presented by the Austin Arts Center
(FREE WITH TRINITY 10 / $12 general / S8 discounts):
Lps Plmerps dela 21
Friday, February 4 at 8 pm in the Goodwin Theater
NYC's preemment ambassadors of Afro-Puerto Rkan bomba and
plena music, with its vibrant sound and driving energy rooted in the
barrios of the island.
The Cuatro Project featuring Yomo Toro
Saturday, February 5 at 8 pm in the Goodwin Theater
Two of Puerto Rica's greatest cuatro masters - Yomo Torn and Alvin
Medina - in an unforgettable concert celebrating Puerto Rico's '10string guitar-like instrument
•
. .
Other RITMO DE PUEBLO festival events:
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION: (Mather ArtSpace Gallery)
Puerto Means: Images of a Culture, Culture of a People by
Juan Fuentes Vizcctrrondo
£gbaiary_3=l&;...Qpenioct. reception Feb. 3 4:G0-6:Q0pm

TrinityCollegeand Guakia present

A festival of Puerto Rlcan
.Music and Art
February 3«7

WORKSHOPS/DEMONSTRATIONS; (Mather - Washington Room}
The cuatro fey
.Sat Fgb.
y The Cuatro Project
j
g >5>,, ,, M y f r J

Bomba & plena by Los Pleneros de la 21 Sat Feb. 5. 2pm-3:30pm
DOCUMENTARY FILMS {HISTORY, CULTURE & MUSIC):
Saturday, Feb. S, llam-3;3Qpm (Mather - ALumni Lounge)
Saturday, f e l k ^ i f l J f l ^ l M & n i (Mather-Rittenburg S Terrace Room B)
ROBERTO SIERRA, COMPOSER (Austin Arts Center)
Musk 200 Composition Seminar - Monday, February L 1:15-3:55 pro
Talk and Performance • Monday, February 7. 6 pm
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Birds Of Paradise Learn A Lesson From Chekov
BY EDITH JOHNSON
Arts Writer

With the notable exception of
George and Weezie, the Trinity production of the critically acclaimed
musical BirdsojParadise had all of the
elements of an Old Navy Fleece commercial. Cheesy dance steps, disturbing song
lyrics, and
sad,
dysfunctional individuals. Luckily,
Birds of Paradise has something that
Old Navy doesn't have: substance.
Birds investigates the vulnerabilities of the human psyche through a
pathetic, fictional troupe of amateur
actors called the Harbor Island
Players.
The acting troupe is comprised of a
bitter
feminist,
a
feuding
couple, a pitiful music teacher, a
wannabe composer, the wannabe's
self-involved mother, and the
wannabe's unrequited love interest.
Throughout the piece, the Players
are desperately trying to establish
themselves and create a show. Initially,
the Players are working on a
project called " A Diva by December,"
written by the music teacher, Dave
(Justin Ball '01).
Justin Ball's physicality suited the
very
excitable
teacher
perfectly. He was able to manifest awkward, hi-strung, nervous behavior
through physical posturing alone. His
drunken acting bit was greeted
enthusiastically by the student audience (hmm... I wonder why).
The Players rehearse a number from
"A Diva by December" for Mr. Wood
(Michael Licata), a professional actor,
hoping to earn his approval. Mr.
Wood has old ties to the group. He is
related to Andy (Benjamin Fordham
'03), the feuding husband and his wife.

Stella (Tiffany Reed '03). He is
also the former lover of Marjorie (Florence Lacey), the wannabe's mother.
After hearing one of the numbers, Mr.
Wood dismisses the group's project as
a blatant My Fair Lady rip-off. In an
attempt to keep Mr. Wood's attention
the not-so-interested love interest,
Julia (Emily Weit'z '03), suggests that
he review the wannabe's project. The
wannabe, Homer (Trevor Martin '01),
has written a musical adaptation of
Anton Chekov's depressing drama.
The Seagull. Julia is able to persuade
Mr. Wood with the solo that Homer
wrote for The Seagull's female lead,
"Every Day is Night."
It is not surprising that Mr. Wood is
persuaded. Weitz's cool, angelic voice
is hard to ignore. Currently unemployed, Mr. Wood decides to adopt the
project and direct it. The Players are
ecstatic. Each fantasizes about the
fame this project could bring them.
The Players blindly idolize Mr. Wood.
Eventually, Mr. Wood completely revamps Homer's script and slyly
pushes him further into the periphery of the project.
Tension mounts as Mr. Wood
usurps the project from Homer's grasp.
After an argument regarding the
play, Mr. Wood tries to lift the spirits
of Hope (Maggie Crouteau '02),
Stella, and Marjorie. His pep talk is
perceived differently by each woman.
Each woman is thoroughly convinced
that the talk was directed specifically
at her.
In the most entertaining number of
the show, the three women sing
about being "Birds of Paradise." The
choreography was very cute and
rightfully campy.
. Most of the dance numbers in this
show did call for campy choreogra. ,the first number: 1 was

Butterflies Of Love To Play
Concert At Real Art Ways
A Preview Of the Band And Their Music
a wide variety of influences and sources
which help to create their unique style.
v
Some of their influences include: Wilco,
The Cure, The Meatpuppets, and The
Beatles. Their dark psychedelic rock is
On Saturday February 12, Real Art unique in and of itself.
Songwriters Jeffrey and Dan split up
Ways in Hartford will host the "tallest,
skinniest band in America," Butterflies their songs according to odd and even
of Love. The band has just returned track records. Jeffrey explained that."I
f rom the.United Kingdom. After enjoy- sing all the odd songs and Dan sings all
ing the success of their fi rst single "Rob the evens, those are the songs that each
a Bank," the Butterflies of Love will re- one of us are more involved with." The
lease their first major album, How to two bring their mostly completed songs
Know the Butterflies of Love immedi- to rehearsals and the rest of the band
helps make minor alterations. Commuately following their performance.
The bandjeffrey Greene (guitars and nication is easy, especially between Dan
vocals), Dan Greene (guitars and vo- and Jeffrey, who commented that the
cals), Scott Amore (organ), Peter two "don't really need to speak, we know
Whitney (bass), and Neil O'Brien how each other thinks about things." The
(drums) offer a strange mix of sounds two differ drastically in lyric and musithat cannot be easily placed into one cal styles. Dan tends to write more senmusical category. Originally formed by timental and tightly narrative works
Dan and Jeffrey Greene, the band has while Jeff writes more angular songs.
One might assume from listening to
gone through numerous transformathe CD that the Butterflies of Love
tions.
The band was discovered by British might spark a new British invasion.
radio sensation John Peak whose na- However, despite what could be contional tri-weekly show often is the fused for a British accent and the fact
trendsetter for popular British music. that the band's early success took root
After the airing of their first single, the in the UK, the band actually hails
band gained an underground following from New Haven.
Butterflies of Love are back in Conthroughout Europe. In fact, for a while'
"Rob a Bank" with its lyric "You make necticut and hoping that their concert at
me wanna blow up buildings" became Real Art Ways on February 12 at 8 PM
a hit in the former Yugoslavia until it will be a great success.
Come show your support for these
was taken off the air. Now they're back
in their home country to try their luck up-and-coming stars and enjoy their
musical talents as well as the talents
charming the Amercian populace.
For those who are wondering how to of musical sensation Ted Leo and macategorize Butterflies of Love, our ad- gician Joe McLeod from the
vice is: don't try. The band draws from Wallingford Magic Club.

deeply disturbed to see the "We're off
to See the Wizard" shuffle included in
the opening number. Equally bothersome was the use of the grapevine. The
grapevine should remain in the sane-

pants!
At one point, it seems as though Mr.
Wood might truly care about Julia. It
becomes evident, however, that he is
only concerned about himself.

In their ode to Chekov, the Players sing things like:
"Chekov coughed up blood," "Chekov had TB, and
"Chekov was a struggling artist like me." Sick? Maybe.
But you've got to admit it tickles your funny bone.
tity of an old fogy aerobics class. But,
regardless of the dance faux pas in the
first number, "Diva," "Birds of
Paradise," and "Penguins Must Sing"
were all very well choreographed and
all were hysterically funny.
Following "Birds of Paradise," a fight
ensues between Homer and Mr. Wood
over the tempo of the song "Imagining
You." Homer intended the song to be
quick like the heartbeat of a lovesick
person. Mr. Wood wants to slow it
down considerably. Homer reluctantly sings at the pace that Mr. Wood
insists upon.
Martin's portrayal of Homer was excellent. His sincere voice, presence of
character, and deadpan comedic timing proved to make him an audience
favorite. Homer becomes increasingly
frustrated with his loss of ownership
over the musical.
His frustration is compounded by
Mr. Wood's power over Julia.
Julia is madly in love with Mr. Wood
and they have an affair. As in most
dramas, there is a fair serving of unrequited love. Marjorie is still in
love with Mr. Wood or Louis, as she
calls him. Homer is hopelessly in
love with Julia. Hope, the feminist,
is infatuated with Homer. Dave is
infatuated with Hope and I can see
why in those hot* black1 leather

Ultimately, Mr. Wood does not have a
genuine interest in any of the
Players. This is witnessed in his abandonment of the group on the night
before the show opens. He is offered a
better job and he accepts it
without mentioning it to anyone first.
Mr. Wood's sudden departure causes
the Players to step back and analyze
things. Their collective fantasy has
been destroyed, partly by Mr. Wood's
departure and partly by Julia's
discovery that Chekov's The Seagull
was a flop in its time. The Players
sing a pledge-of-allegiance type song
to Chekov. Homer carries a banner
with Chekov's portrait on it.
In their ode to Chekov, the Players
sing things like: "Chekov coughed
up blood," "Chekov had TB,"
"Chekov was a struggling artist like
me." Sick? Maybe. But you've got to
admit it tickles your funny bone.
After Mr. Wood leaves the show, The
Players are left to fend for themselves.
Fortunately for the audience, Birds
does not end like Chekov's The
Seagull. There is no desperate suicide.
In fact, Homer has a restored faith in
himself. His mother has validated his
work by supporting his new ending,
and all of the loose ends are tied up a
la Disney.

Leonardo BiUprio

The Beach

BY A M Y BUCHNER AND
MlCAH COGEN
Arts Editors

WWW.THEBEACHMOVIE.COM

Directed by Danny Boyle (Trainspotting) and based on the novel by
Alex Garland, TheBeach tells the story of Richard (Leonardo
DiCaprio), an American backpacker who travels to Thailand in search
of adventure. When he arrives in Bangkok, he encounters a French
couple, Etienne (Guillaume Canet) and Francoise CVirginie Ledoyen),
and a paranoid drug addict named Daffy (Robert Carlyle). Before
committing suicide, Daffy gives Richard a map describing a mysterious
beach. With Etienne and Francoise by his side, Richard goes off in
search of this wondrous place, putting himself and his friends in grave
danger along the way.

STOP BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE THIS WEEK FOR YOUR FREE
TICKET T O SEE A SPECIAL •
ADVANCED SCREENING OF THE
BEACH O N WEDNESDAY, FEB. 9
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LECTURES
Trinity
Maverick! Disengage!
The recent abundance of snow has
apparently fallen to fill the lack of common sense on campus. As AT observed
with its all-seeing eye, a student flew
down one of the steeper hills here on one
of those blue Mather trays. Rather than
bail out, they slid blissfully forward into
a brick wall like Goose into the plastic
cockpit of a jet fighter. More amusing was
that this was one of our student leaders,
possibly making a visible example about
the direction of on-campus politics.

Physics Seminar
Professor Kurt Haller of the University of Connecticut will be on campus on Friday, February
4, to conduct a seminar called "Reflections on
QCD and QED." The seminar will take place in
McCook 106, from 3:00 to 4:00 PM. Refreshments
will be provided at 2:45 PM.

A Celebration of British Modernism
Sir Colin St. John Wilson, R.A. and Dr. David
Peters Corbett will lecture at the Yale Center for
British Art. Sir Colin St.John Wilson will be giving a series of lectures entitled "The Uncompleted
Project of Modern Architecture and the Other Tradition" on February 9,10,15 and 16 at 5:30 PM. Dr.
Peters Corbett will be giving a lecture entitled
"C.R, W Nevinson and British Modernism" on February 25, at 4:00 PM. Admission is free.

Silent !©#*&$ Night
Several youths from the community
were also outside this week enjoying the
sledding. This type of activity is the important kind of community ties we need
to establish with the city of Hartford. Especially if everybody we invite starts
screaming obscenities and what you can
do with their genitals at the top of their
lungs, standing outside the chapel. The
sound of puberty weakened voices, wailing poetry from Hustler across fields of
snow is a magical sensation.
There once was a man from
Jacaltenango...
Qther genital-related snow activities
took place this weekend. With no lack of
artistic skill someone sculpted a snowy
replica of a Mayan Fertility Doll on the
side of the lower long walk. Or maybe it
was just an approximation of their own
anatomy. Either they should be taking
medication to regulate the pressure in
their veins or that person has significantly more than six pints of blood in
their body.

It's Like A Juice Box for
Alcoholics
There was some news regarding the
Senior Snowball this week. That news is
pretty much that it happened; there was
limited residual stupidity or mortal
kombat. Students there had a great time
apparently, possibly because they didn't
have to bump elbows with the "lower
classes." That theory falls through because
without underclassmen theseniors didn't
have anyone to punch or hook-up with.
Most of them have apparently matured
beyond the beer-slut phase. How they still
managed to enjoy themselves after all this
time can be summed up in the simple
equation Franzia - Fun.

Izz It In (hie) You?
Trinity may be testing out deterrents
to curb student drinking. A number of
students (noticeably correlating to those
who did not arrive too drunk to speak)
mentioned being electrically shocked
when trying to drink their beers. For several people this happened on multiple
occasions. It may have stopped by the end
of the night; most attending could no
longer tell. Three theories about this: 1)
The plastic cups, although nonconductive, carried a slight surface charge from
contact with other cups. 2) The office of
Student Activities ran a powerful charge
over the plastic to discourage students
from drinking excessively. 3) AnheiserBusch finally brought to market Bud
Electrolyte - The beer that not only carries a electric charge but also cuts costs by
replacing choice imported hops with Fermented Gatorade.

Chapel Happenings
Saturday, February 5
5:15 PM - Praise and Worship with Gospel Choir
Sunday, February 6
5:00 PM - Roman Catholic Mass
7:00 PM - Vespers with Chapel Singers
7:45 PM-Holy Eucharist
Second Tuesday: please join us for a light lunch
and spiritual conversation on Tuesday, February
8,12:00-1:00 EM.
. .

Ritmo de Pueblo
This two-day festival of traditional music and
art celebrates the "rhythm of the people" of Puerto
Rico. In addition to two headline bands, this exciting college and community collaboration includes workshops, exhibits of photography and
rare instruments, films and strolling musicians
on Park Street in the heart of Hartford's Puerto
Rican community. Each day culminates with a
featured Center Artists Series concert in the Austin Arts Goodwin Theater. The concerts will take
place on February 4 &r 5 at 8:00 PM.

Naming the Days
On Wednesday, Feb. 9, the Human Rights Series presents "Naming the Days" by Debra Lubar.
Debra Lubar is a character actress whose onewoman shows have toured widely to critical acclaim. She brings to life stories of women who
make hard and courageous choices in difficult
times. Her performance at Trinity is inspired by
women in Bosnia - the story of women's struggle
to piece together a sense of home after war - when
all the pieces have been decimated. Lecture: 5:006:30 PM, Rittenberg Lounge; Reception: 6:30 - 7:00
PM, Terrace Room B.

Yemaya
Korean Shaman artist Hi-ah Park portrays
Yemaya, an African goddess of the ocean who
demonstrates the inevitability of the life force
even in the darkest times. Through dance she
conveys the ebb and flow of female power, the role
of a nurturing mother and the search for spiritual transcendence. Wednesday, Feb. 2,7:30 PM,
Studio 74.

CINESTUDIO
BEING JOHN MALKOVICH

Wed, Thu, Fri, Feb. 2,3,4 7:30 PM
Sat, Feb. 5
2:30,7:30PM

(1999) Directed by Spike Jonze. Written by Charlie Kaufman. Cast: John Cusack, Cameron Diaz,
Catherine Keener, John Malkovich, Mary Kay Place. How's this for an unusual plot? A puppeteer who
is suffering a creative block takes a temporary job in an office, where he discovers...a secret pathway
into the brain of actor John Malkovich. We can't even begin to describe the Kafkaesque complications
this sets off, so let's just say it's a highly original improvisation on celebrity, identity and control. Spike
Jonze who directed music videos including the Beastie Boys' Sabotage, gives a real kick in the pants to
the timid status quo of current independent films. And how does John Malkovich feel about giving the
public access to his brain? "Without being polemical about it, I really don't see myself as John Malkovich"
-John Malkovich. 112 min.

WEST BEIRUT

Fri, Feb. 4 t
Sat,Feb.5 '

9:50 PM
9:50 PM

(Lebanon, 1999) Written and directed by Ziad Doueiri. Cast: Rami Doueiri, Joseph Bou Nassar, Rola
al-Amin. Much of the astounding visual flair in films directed by Quentin Tarantino and1 Robert
Rodriguez actually came from their little-known cameraman. Today, Ziad Doueiri has the chance to
tell his own story, set in his homeland of Lebanon in 1975. Doueiri cast his brother Rami as the main
character, a teenaged boy more interested in pursuing girls and hanging out with his friends than in the
increasing violence and fundamentalism. By emphasizing the humorous day-to-day adventures of a
group of friends, West Beirut gets at one of the heartbreaking facts about war - it robs young people of
their right to a perfectly ordinary childhood. 105min.

THE ADVENTURES OF
SEBASTIAN COLE

Sim, Feb.6

2:30 PM

(1999) Written and directed by Tod Williams. Cast: Adrian Grenier, Clark Gregg, Aleksa Palladino.
Though it's certainly not your average coming-of-age story, Sebastian Cole illuminates the angst of
growing into adulthood with the fearless honesty of The Catcher in the Rye. Sebastian Cole is a 17-yearold kid living in upstate New York, who comes in for a shock when his stepfather announces that he
wants to undergo a sex change. When the family flies apart in anger, Sebastian makes the unexpected
choice to move in with his stepfather in New York City. As Sebastian and his stepfather both undergo
the birth pains of creating new identities, their humor and mutual caring hold this unconventional
family unit together. 99 min.
This special Premiere screening of THE ADVENTURES OF SEBASTIAN COLE Sunday February 6
at 2:30 is a special benefit for The Connecticut Gay &r Lesbian Film Festival. ADMISSION FOR THIS
SCREENING: $10,Students/Seniors $6. For more information call 586-1136
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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AFTER HKS.
The Thoreau Quartet

Hollywood Icons and Local Demons

Attention, Freshmen!

From January 31 to March 10 on exhibit at the
Widener Gallery, A AC, are "Hollywood Icons and
Local Demons," Ghanaian popular paintings by
Mark Anthony. Drawn from images of Hollywood
movies, West African folk tales, Indian films,
Christian evangelism and Ghanaian life, artist
Mark Anthony's paintings are a mixture of morality play, vaudeville and popular band music.

Would you like to get published? Then submit your finest piece of written work drawn from
your seminar or related First-Year Programs (such
as Guided Studies, The Cities Program, Interarts
or I.S.P.) to the First-Year Program Office in the
basement of Jones Dormitory. Perhaps your research, essay, story or poem will be included in
the First-Year Papers. Submissions will be accepted until 4:00 PM on Friday, February 11. If
you have any questions, please contact Joel Brown
at ext. 3339.

Mixed Media Exhibition
The William Benton Museum of Art at the University of Connecticut opens the new year with
"Genealogies, Misgenations, Missed Generations"
0anuary 25 - March 5). This is a mixed media
exhibition that explores difference - how we come
to know it, how we perceive it and understand it.
Viewers are confronted with the tangled roots of
mixed race, gender and sexuality and encouraged
to engage in a dialogue of diversity as it divides
and isolates us, making us, simultaneously, insiders and outsiders. The opening reception is Friday, February 4,6 -8 PM. It is free and open to the
public.

Contra Dance Jam Session

National Poetry Contest
Poems are now being accepted for entry in
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum's new Poetic
Achievement Awards poetry contest. Cash prizes
totaling $1000 will be awarded, including a $500
grand prize. The contest is free to enter. Poets
may enter one poem only, 20 lines or fewer, on
any subject, in any style. Contest closes February 29, 2000, and poets are encouraged to send
their work as soon as possible. Poems should be
sent to Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum, Dept. L, 609
Main St, PO Box 193, Sistersville, WV 26157.

Portraits by Augustus Washington
"A Durable Memento" tells the remarkable
story of Augustus Washington's life as a free person of color in 19th century America; as a portrait photographer and owner of a successful
studio in Hartford; and as a planter, politician and
a, newspaper editor in Liberia after his emigratipnthereiri 1853. Presented by the Connecticut
Historical Society, January 24 - May 2,2000.

On Sunday, February 6 & 20, the Thoreau
Quartet will perform two concerts on twentiethcentury music, including works by Ralph
Vaughan Williams, Frank Bridge and Benjamin
Britten. The first performance will feature "String
Quartet No. 2 in A minor" by Williams,
"Noveletten" by Bridge and "String Quartet No. 3,
Op. 94 26:48" by Britten. The second performance
will feature "Quartet No. 2 in G minor" by Bridge
and "String Quartet No. 2, Op. 36" by Britten. The
concerts start at 2:00 PM at the Yale Center for
British Art.

Saturday, February 12, 5:30 - 7:30 PM, American Legion Post, 275 Main Street, Wethersf ield, CT.
Play/learn New England contra Dance tunes —
reels, jigs and waltzes. Open to musicians of all
instruments and skill levels. Free. Call 860-2322504.

New England Contra Dance
Saturday, February 12,8:00 -11:00 PM, American Legion Post, 275 Main Street, Wethersfield, CT.
Music by Jim Gregory with Gary Buttery, Bill
Walach, and friends. Workshop at 7:30 PM. Admission $7. No partner needed, all dances taught,
beginners welcome. Call 860-233-6603.

Human Rights Conference
On February 3 the University of Connecticut
presents "Building Upon Legacies: Children of
Human Rights Struggles." This international
conference, hosted by the Comparative Human
Rights Project of the UConn - ANS Partnership,
puts a' human face to the struggle for human
rights. It brings together an unprecedented group
of activists and children of activists whose lives
^^bady,two of the m ost significant}}umanrights.
causes of the 20th century. They also provide a
bridge to the future.
\

Ruskin: Past: Present: Future
The Yale Center for British Art presents an exhibition which commemorates the centenary of

Tap Dogs
University of Connecticut, Jorgensen Auditorium, Friday, February 4. Tap Dogs - this is tap
dancing? If you liked Stomp, you'll love Tap Dogs.

Classifieds
SPRING BREAK 2000!
Cancun, Bahamas,Jamaica, Florida. Call USA
Spring Break for a free brochure, rates and ask
how you can GO FOR FREE! Ask about our last
minute specials!
1-888-777-4642
www.usaspringbreak.com

NOWPLA
Showcase Cinemas - East Hartford

GO DIRECT!

through February 3,2000
Toy Story 2 -12:25,2:35,5:00,7:00 PM
9:20 PM
Stuart Little -12:10,2:15,4:10,6:30,8:30 PM
On Any Given Sunday -12:30,4:00,7:30 PM
Next Friday #1 -1:00,3:10,5:15,7:30,9:50 PM
Hurricane -12:40,3:50,8:00 PM
Galaxy Quest -12:35,2:45,5:00,7:25,9:40 PM
Down to You -1:20,3:30,5:30,7:45,9:45 PM

The Talented Mr. Ripley -12:45,3:30,6:30,
Supernova -1:25,3:30,5:30,8:10,10:05 PM
Play It to the Bone -1:10,4:00,7:05,9:40 PM
Next Friday #2 -1:40,3:40,5:45,8:05,10:05 PM
Isn't She Great -1:00,3:05,5:10,7:20,9:30 PM
Green Mile -12:30,4:15,8:05 PM
Eye of the Beholder -12:30,2:45,5:00,7:25,9:45PM
Deuce Bigalow - 9:10 PM

Showcase Cinemas - Buckland Hills
Angela's Ashes -1:30,4:45,8:00
The End of the Affair -12:45,3:00,5:15,7:35,10:00
The Green Mile -12:10,4:00,7:40
Next Friday -1:00,3:15,5:30,7:40,9:50
The Talented Mr. Ripley -12:35,3:45,7:00,9:55
Down to You -12:30,2:40,5:00,7:20,9:40
Girl, Interrupted -12:25,3:40,6:55,9:35
Magnolia-12:00,4:15,7:50
Supernova -10:20
• .

.

•

•

•

•

The Cider House Rules -1:00,3:50,6:45,9:30
Galaxy Quest -12:50,3:10,5:20,7:45,9:55
Isn't She Great -12:20,2:25,4:45,7:00,9:20
Stuart Little -12:20,2:30,4:30,6:30,8:30
Any Given Sunday - 9:15
Eve of the Beholder -12:15,2:35,4:50,7:30,9:50
The Hurricane -1:15,4:30,7:50
Play It to the Bone -1:20,4:10,7:25,10:05
Toy Story 2 -12:00,2:15,4:40,6:50
„

•

.

•

-
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•
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#1 Internet-based Spring Break company offering WHOLESALE pricing! We have the other
companies begging for mercy! All destinations!
Guaranteed Lowest Price!
1-800-367-1252
wwwspringbreakdirect.com

ACT NOW!
Last chance to reserve your spot for SPRING
BREAK! Discounts for 6 or more! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &r
MardiGras. Reps, needed. Travel Free.
• • " 800-838-8203
' www.leisuretours.com

•

Elm Cinema
Bicentennial Man - 2:00,4:30,7:00
Man on the Moon - 9:30

The Bone Collector - 8:00
Toy Story 2-2:00,4:00,6:00
AH" <$•£>& IK) TH-&-

^
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Track Team Tests Their
Mettle at Invitationals
***-. BY DAVID KYLE

U Sports Writer

"Today was a very productive day and
there were good performances all the
way through," head track Coach George
Suitor observed after the Brandeis Indoor Track Invitational on Saturday,
January 22nd. And productive it was: on
the afternoon alone, four Trinity athletes
qualified for New England Division III
championships. Leeann Rheaume '03
qualified in the 1500, running despite a
sore Achilles tendon. Marissa Eddy '01
qualified not only in the 1500 with the
freshman runner with a 4:53, but also in
the 1,000 as well. This was no nail-biting race at all for Trinity, with Eddy
dominating the footrace from the gun.
A more edge-of-the seat race was narrowly won by freshman runner Ryan
Bak '03 in the 1500. Bak opened the
throttle wide in the last lap after trailing two Amherst and Brandeis runners
for the whole race and roared past crossing the finish line first in 3:59.7. Bak, in a
moment of self-deprecation, commented that he "raced smart for the first
time." Coach Suitor was later heard to
agree with Bak's sentiment. "It was the
make it or break it point, so I went for it."
said Bak.
However, he went for more than that.

to place 7th overall. Hwang also scored
two points for Trinity in the Women's
200 meter, placing fifth and running a
29.27 dash.
Another point scorer for the day was
Mandy Rival '01, scoring 8 points and
placing second in the Women's 400
meter with a 103.52. Rival also placed
first in the Women's Highjump, leaping
a 5'4". Also in the event was Kerry Hood
'02 winning her heat in a 1:05.09, dominating the entire field from the first 50
meters of the race. Sarah Desmond '03,
from Scituate, MA also brought home 2
points in addition to Hood's 1 for Trinity,
running a 1:05.39 that night. Kate Klein
ran her first 600 meter race that day, netting a 1:49.11.
Marissa Eddy remarked, "This had
been a hard week of training for the girls,
and everyone was quite fatigued." Eddy,
however, didn't let her tiredness get to her
and edged out a Wesleyan runner with a
4:54.2 to capture the first place in the
Women's 1500 meter run. Other exiting
races that day was freshman Leann
Rheaume's competition against her old
high-school arch-rival who, as fate
would have it, now goes to Wesleyan.
Rheaume bested the fourth-finishing
Wes runner with a third-finishing time
of 10:57.76. Perhaps one of the most exiting races for that day was the Women's
4 x 400

But perhaps one of the most exiting events of the
evening was the men's 4 x 800 (comprised of Andrew
Malick, Steve LeMarbre, Steve Napier, and Matt Wong).
Af tersnagging a qualification in the 800,
he also comprised the anchor leg of the
men's 4 x 800 with freshman Jim Emord,
Sophomore funner Steve Napier , and;
veteran senior steeplechaser Andrew
Malick in 8:34.01. The four Trinity runners swept the race clean, and Malick,
who also competed in the 1500 that day,
said that "When I dropped Amherst, 1
knew we had the win." The other two 4
x 800 runners also toed the line in other
races Emord raced his way with a 9:03.4
in the 3000, and workhorse Napier
pulled a 8th place in the 1500. Todd
Markelz '01 ran a 15:23.47, and was the
fourth person that day to qualify for the
New England Division 111 Championships.
The female bantam indoor track athletes had no less of an exiting day either.
Mandy Rival '01 displayed her athletic
prowess that day sweeping, the 55hurdles in 8.89. Keep an eye on this
heptathalete who is looking to earn her
second Ail-American status this year. In
the Women's 3,000 sophomore Caroline
Leary held on to a 11:23.04, The lady
Bants also made a showing in the
Women's 800m with Kate Klein, who
placed fourth at 2:30 flat. New to the
team, but certainly not the track, was
sophomore Kerry Hood, who raced her
way to a 29.58 in the 200 meter dash.
Another track veteran joining the
Trinity lineup is Nic Fox '02, who has
been throwing the discuss, shot-put, and
weight since the eighth grade. On Saturday, Fox showed his experience hurling
the weight 11.89 meters. Also throwing
that day was fellow freshman Josh
Griffis, releasing the shot 12.12 meters.
Another Bantam in the field events that
day was Pole Vaulter Oliver Page '01, who
poled himself over a 3.65 meter high bar.
Overall.women placed 6th with 40
points. The men placed fourth with 55
points at Brandeis,
The Wesleyan Invitational Indoor
Track Meet on the 28th of January this
past weekend was no less exiting, jade
Hwang '03, raced her first 55 meter dash
on that late Friday evening, sprinting a
8.03 second run and placing eighth in
the preliminaries, and then besting her
own time by running a 7.94 in the finals

Kate Klein '03 and Sarah Desmond '03
ran neck and neck with the competition
respectively until the hand-off from
Desmond toHocid-, wriertupbn-Hbod ran •
confidently to the front of the pack, and
passed off the baton to Eddy, who then
dominated the race fromhand-off to finish. The women raced a 4:19.41, placing
first overall. Beth Landry '03 leapt a 4.87
meter and snagged a fourth place for
Trinity. Landry also triple-jumped a 10.21
that evening, coming in 5th overall.
In the men's events, Wally Moran '00,
who traces his racing heritage to
triathlons in his high-school years,
sprinted his way to capture his heat with
a first place. Bob McGovern '03, bested
his personal record that evening with a
1:27.23 in the 600 meter event. Ryan Bak,
now 2-0-0 in every 1500 race he's run so
far this season, won the event with a
4:07.1.
Another exciting event that day was
the Men's 1500 meter run, in which Todd
Markelz ran a 8:54.91, coming in second
overall and scoring 8 points for. the Trinity Men. David Kyle '00 also ran a personal record, but in a different way,
winning a heat for the first time ever in
his career, in 9:25.26.
In the Field events, Trinity had two
men competing in the Triple jumpSamnang Sonn '02, who leapt to a 11.85
meter jump, and Shaukat Kahn '00 who
jumped 10 meters flat that day. Freshman Josh Griffis did quite well that day
in the Men's Shot Put, hurling the ball
13.58 meters, scoring 8 points for Trinity,
and setting his personal record. Nic Fox
'02 did well that day in the Men's weight
throw, throwing his weight to a 11.63
meters and his weight around to capture
2 points for the male bantams.
But perhaps one of the most exiting
events of the evening was the men's 4 x
800 (comprised of Malick, LeMarbre,
Steve Napier '00, and Matt Wong '00).
LeMarbre '03 was trailing Union in the
final lap until he redlined his engine and
roared passed the opposing team to capture third with an overall time of 8:34.69.
Overall, the male Bantams scored 4th
with 52 points, and the women 2nd with
75. Look for the Bantams next week at the
February 5th Wheaton Invitational.
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Women's Squash
In Homestretch
continued from page twenty-four

Sasha Fritsch, Princeton's Courtenay
Green, Harvard's Sarah Feinberg, and
UPenn's Chrissie Eynon (by default); to
win the 4.0 Consolation Draw and 5'h
place. Randy whipped through her consolation matches quickly and power-

ing her to do as well as she did.
In the first round Janine defeated
UPenn's Helen Bamber. She then continued to defeat Runa Retajulia Beaver, and
Laura Keating in only three games each.
Janine is the first Trinity player to have
won this event in all of the twenty-two
years it has taken place.

"This weekend has proven that Trinity College is on
the war path and ready to defeat the Ivies." - Women's
Squash coach Wendy Bartlett
fully, winning them each in 3 games.
Janine Thompson was seeded #4 in
the main event of the tournament, the
Constable draw. She has competed
against many members of this draw and
has only lost to a few of them including
Runa Reta the #1 from UPennJulia Beaver the #1 seed and #1 from Princeton,
and Laura Keating the #3 seed and #1
from Yale. Thompson was expected to
do well in the tournament, but her seed
reflected that people were not anticipat-

Af ter her final match was over and she
knew that she had won the entire tournamentjanine said to her teammates in
her South African accent, "bring in the
funk, bring on the noise." Janine's game,
mentality, and achievements are truly an
inspiration to the Trinity Women's
Squash team.
According to Trinity Women's Squash
coach Wendy Bartlett, "This weekend
has proven that Trinity College is on the
war path and ready to defeat the Ivies."

Wrestling Struggles
Through Tough Season
continued from page twenty-four

easily our best win of the season" and
was extremely happy with how his team
had dominated the match from begin• iamsrl5;* • ; ™
-—~. -.•. ~. - hing to' endr For'themost part the
Coaches Sebbie Amato and Gary Bantam's had control led their opponents
Alford were both very happy with the well and especially impressive was their
team's effort and their ability to bounce ability to ride and turn their opponents
back from a loss. Amato said, "This was from the top position.. »
night on a positive note. The final match
score was Trinity: 29 and Roger Will-

mm si»«iN0
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Crew Team
Boathouse
in the Works
continued from page twenty-four
Rowing by giving alumni rowers a new
opportunity to invigorate the program.
Project leaders also considered building an entirely new boathouse on a
nearby bank of the Connecticut River.
But as all the other sites were subject to
flooding, they scrapped the idea and decided to expand the current East Hartford lot.
The new boathouse will basically be
an extension of the existing one, gutting
the inside and keeping three of the four
walls intact. The new structure will extend onto where the east lawn currently
exists, and a full second story will be
added. There will be a banquet room
with a 100-person capacity, as well as a
training room and offices on the upper
level. The boat racks will be adjacent to
new locker rooms for both men and
women on the lower level.
Construction should begin late this
spring or in early summer pending the
completion of the fund-raising campaign and the finalization of the land
lease details from Consolidated Edison.
The construction should take four to six
months and boats may have to be stored
on trailers for part of the Fall 2000 season.
This type of sacrifice is not new to college crews across the nation; rowers at
schools like Yale and Columbia currently have to deal with similar circumstances as their new boathouses are built.
Most rowers and coaches agree that the
inconvenience is a small price to pay, and
look forward to using the new facility.
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Men's Hockey Team Endures
Week of Mixed Success
BY MICHAEL SAYRE

Sports Writer

The Bantams entered this weekend
with a record of 6-10, hoping to gain two
much needed wins. On Friday night
they faced off against the Connecticut
College Camels. The Bantams dominated the game from start to finish with
a tough forecheck, and a lot of physical
play.
The scoring began with Brian
Fenwick '02 in the first period, who finished with two goals that night. Greg
Bridgman '01 also had two goals against
Connecticut College, and Scott Rickard
'00 added one as well. Mark Colwell '02
had three assists in the game. Ryan Beale
'02,Jeff Griffin '02, and Denis Petrov '01
each had an assists. Geoff Faulkner '02
made several key saves, including two
different break-aways in his 21 save night
to help Trinity close the game with a 5-1
win.
On Saturday night, the Bantams traveled to Wesleyan University. The
Wesleyan team came out on fire and
managed .to score four goals in just the

COURTESY OF DAVID KINOSLEY

Sophomore Geoff Faulkner makes another key save.

Wesleyan. By the end of the second period the Bantams had climbed back to a

Mikko Auvinen '00 scored two goals in the third period
to bring the Bants to within a goal of Wesleyan
University, but Trinity was not able to complete the
comeback.
first period of play. In the second period,
the Bantams fully executed their game
plan, out-shooting and out-hitting

three-goal deficit on goals by Dan Lyons
'01 and Rickard. Trinity entered the third
period down 5-2. Mikko Auvinen '00

scored two goals in the third period to
bring the Bants to within a goal of
Wesleyan University, but Trinity was not
able to complete the comeback.
Wesleyan scored in the last minutes of
the period for a final score of 6-4. Petrov
had three assists in the game, and
Auvinen, John O'Leary '00, and Griffin
each added an assist as well. Faulkner
had 22 saves.
Cheer on the Men's Hockey team on
February 4 when they takeon Williams
at the Kingswood-Oxford home rink.

.•>V»«*8t««6f»«»

THE CONNECTICUT PRIDE
PRESENTS

COLLEGE
NIGHT!
Half-Price Tickets With Valid
Trinity College ID!
2~foH Budwelser and Bud Light!
Thursday, February 3
Pride vs. Rockford
7:05pm

Monday, February 7
Pride vs. LaCrosse
7:05pm

AIS Pride home games at the Hartford Armory
For tickets, call 1-888-88 PRIDE

TAKE A BREAK TO SHOW YOUR PRIDE!

SPOKTS
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Men and Women's Basketball Teams Build Solid
Record As They Engage NESCAC Competition
the conference with their victory over NESCAC leader ConSenior Editor
necticut College. One week
later, the Bantam men have had
One week ago, if anyone had their upward mobility stolen by
asked who one of the rapidly the Bantam Women's team,
rising teams in Division III bas- who began a five game homeketball was, many would have stand with two solid wins over
said the Trinity men. It ap- Bates and Tufts.
peared the Bantams had estab- . Women's basketball entered
lished themselves at the top of this weekend with a more»""- B Y D E V I N PHARR

than-respectable 11-3 record.
Their losses had come to them
via the ranked Williams and
Connecticut College teams, but
more critically, by a loss against
Wellesley. With the anticipated
reduction of NESCAC schools
being selected to the NCAA
tournament, tight losses in the
conference are doubly-deadly.
However losing tiebreakers is
only possible if one has the
overall record to enter them in
the first place. So weekends, like
the one that followed, featuring
non-conference teams such as

weekend, 69-64 to move to the
11-3 mark they held going into
this weekend's action. Leading
scorer in that game was Senior
forward, Gretchen MacColl
with 23 points. Junior Guard
Jackie Siscone contributed 11
points as well.
Friday and Saturday, the Bantarn women played through one
of the true tests of the seasonBates and Tufts, who held similar records from higher
rankings in the same conference. Certainly what one would
imagine an intimidating two

the final score of 72-63 Bantams.
18 hours later the Bantams
took the floor again, this time
against visiting Tufts. Again the
Bantams took advantage of the
home court and a lot of other
factors to take a commanding
half time lead, 35-15. Leading a
55% shooting charge was
Dullea who scored nine point
out of an 11-0 Bantam opening.
Again also the opposition came
back and outscored the Bants in
the second half. This time Trinity countered with strong play

"We just need to turn ourselves around and start winning again.
All our games are important and we need to win them to get
ready for the postseason."-- captain, Rory Neal '00

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID KINGSLEY

Senior Co-Captain Rory Neal blows through the Conn College

Western Connecticut and games. However the Bantams
Westfield State are important began Friday night's game playfor more than rebuilding confi- ing as though they were the
only team on the court. In the
dence.
Against these two solid first half against the Bates Bob-'
teams, the women prevented a cats, Trinity shot 63% and held
nose-dive which could have po- their practically imaginary
tentially knocked them out of opponents to just 27% in the
the playoff picture. After lead- little time they had when not
ing by five at the half, the West- scoring. Siscone and Freshman
ern Connecticut Colonials took center Kate McClbsky both
the game into overtime. The scored 12 points, including a
Bantams erupted in the extra team record-tying 6 threeperiod for 17 points and made a pointers by Siscone. In the secblow out of a game that needed ond half Bates proved to be a
extra time to finish. Sophmore team that was both real and a
Bridget Dullea lead all scorers threat, as they were able to cut
with 16 point, while senior co- the lead to just four. Accurate
captain Kaitlin Luz reeled in 18 free throw shooting by the Ban• rfebounds. The final score was - -=tams in the last two-minutes
63-52. The Bantams took only extended the lead back to nine.
regulation time to dispatch the The Bobcats managed only one
Westfield State Owls later that more basket in the game, with

of their own. Led by 16 points
from MacColl, the Bantams' offense was also bolstered by
points from Luz, Alison
Hadden '02, McKenzie Corby
'03 and Shannon Herold"03 for
a final score of 65-48. Senior CoCaptain Megan Shutte spoke
about their upcoming schedule.
"Playing back to back is never
easy, and we didn't play as well
in the second game. That's going
to keep happening though, especially next weekend when
we face two of the toughest opponents of the year." The 13-3
Women^ play twice at home
again this weekend; Friday versus Middlebury and Saturday
versus Williams.
As for the Men's team, it is first
see BASKETBALL on page
twenty three

defense.

CHEtSE'TlZZA.
14" medium $7.50
16" large $9,50
additional toppings $.S0onrtied
$1.00 on targe
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
rlcolla
sausage
spinach
tomatoes
CITV PI2EA SrtCIAlTKS
nilMAVEKA
Med $9-50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoti, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pla
CHICKEN FESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Iresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted In pesto sauce
SHRIMP riSTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced lomaloes, basled In
pesto sauce

vmnt ME

Med $7.60

Large $9,50

Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive p i
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a while pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9,50
large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce

MEAT DEEP DISH

$17.95

Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and Iresh cheese
VEGGIE, DEEP DISH
$15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, arid spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PtlASEll

$4,95
$5.95

Spaghetti, ziff or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shels with mealbalte
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausa

8* Half

I t i " Wfool?
$7.50
$7.50
$7,50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9,00

$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
Ham
$3.75
Meatballs
$3.75
Roast Beef
Sausage
$3.75
Tuna
$3.75
Turkey
$a?5
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25
Steak/Cheese
$4,25
Seafood
$4.25
Combo {2 kindsol meal) .$4,50

Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa

NY. STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmlngton Avenue • Hartford

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00Am - 2t00am

*"*fREE DELIVER****
With $7,00 minimum purchase

CITY fllZA

SPECIAL IOR TRINITY COLLEGE

LARGE
CHEESE
PBZZA

• It

.• BuHalo:.VVings;tf (l)

mmmmmBBRBBBBBBBBBBM
wmmmmmm

Eggplant Parmlglana with pasta
$7.35
Chicken Parmlgiana with pasta
$7.95
Baked ziti
$7.95
$6.95
Meat Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
$6.95
Veggie Ravioli
$6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SAIADS
CHE* SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
popper and olives
ANWA5TO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheess, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
dives, gresn peppars, charry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
Tuna, lartuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK S A L A D

-•

• ••

•' ••

' /

'

BEVERAGES

EXPIRES 3/2W&

$4.95

Feta chesss, lettuce, lomatoas, green peppsrs, cucumbers,
divas and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD
$1.95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50
Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
Pepsi CoHee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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Basketball Wrap-Up Swim Team Succeeds in
continued from page twenty two
important to note that they have not begun a unstoppable plummet into a pit of
despair. They have merely lost and now
stand at 9-3. Should the recent trend continue, a redefinition of status may be
deemed appropriate. For now captain
Rory Neal said, "We just need to turn
ourselves around and start winning
again. All our games are important and
we need to win them to get ready for the
postseason."
Following an early loss Head Coach
Stan Ogrodnik and his team recognized
the need to begin rebuilding not just
their pre-season ranking, but also their
pre-season confidence. Their real chance
in one of their big tests this year came in
a pair of contests against annual
NEWMAC rival, Springfield College.
Games in years past between these two
teams have frequently been very close.
This year the Bantams got a preview
game at the Naismith Classic in Springfield, MA. The game went as well as any
win, with the Bantams fending off a late

one who entered the game for the Bantams put the Camels at a 16 point disadvantage for the start of thesecond period.
After cutting the lead to just two Trinity
buckled down, shot well from the freethrow line and won the game by six. Despite being outscored by ten in the
second half, the sixteen point margin
proved the difference and a point of playing both halves better than Connecticut
in the win. Oddly, Tabb and Wallach tied
again for high-scorer at 21 in a move
planned the night before by a late phone
call.
The Bantams' trouble over the weekend may have begun last Saturday
against the RP1. Many expected Trinity
to blow the Engineers out of the water,
but the game was not decided until late
in the second half. Freshman Ryan
Uzenski who scored 11 off the bench in
the 75-61 win that improved their record
to 9-1.
The Bantams began the game against
the Bates Bobcats well, shooting 60%
from the field and opening up a nine
point lead in the first half that later ex-

"Playing back to back is never easy, and we didn't
play as well in the second game"— Co-Captain Megan
Shutte '00
rally by the Pride. They took the game
and the tourney 73-69. After an eight day
layoff for the Men it was Springfield's
turn to visit Hartford. The game started
and continued badly for the Bantams
. who were down 60-45 at one point in the
second half. Trinity then surged forward
on offense, taking the lead and then the
game by eight. Leading the Bantams
were Juniors Scott Wallach and Colin
Tabb who had 16 points each in the 92-,.
84 victory.
, "
Winning that game may have had a
crucial effect on the spirit of the team
going into their next game at home versus Conn College. To understand the rivalry between these two teams one has
to only look back to last year when the
Camels first defeated the Bantams for the
conference title arid then again in the
NCAA quarterfinals to steal a trip to the
Division III final four.
The elation of overcoming such a large
margin of victory against Springfield
College aside, revenge for two late season
losses may have driven Trinity forward
in this game. The Bantams opened the
games on a 49-33 run called the entire
first half Defensive play by almost any-

uti

>ji

i

tended to 12. Problems began for the
team late in the second half when the
Bantams went cold in shooting skills.
More importantly, their defense was unable to find a way stop Bates' late surge
in a game that featured a 37-22 free
throw attempt margin. Bates took control In the loss Wallach led the Bantams
with 20 while Tabb scored 18. Senior CoCaptain Rory Neal had 11.
As is ahvays expjittedjjuhe more academic divisions,' theremtams next visited Tufts who were coming off of a win
over Amherst Friday night. The game
against the Jumbos began poorly with
Trinity down by as much as 12 in the first
half. What may have again made the difference is that the free-throw margin on
Saturday was even more lopsided than
on Friday,
Despite this the Bantams made a run
in thesecond half. They pulled to within
one on a shot by Junior Julian Bah thatcapped a 13j5 run. Tufts then began a 2fc
8 spurt that put the game beyond reach
for Trinity, ending 86-78. Leading scorer
for the Bantams was Neal with 18 followed by Wallach with 16, Tabb with 14
and Mike Keohane with 10

< ',

Nfext'semester,
study abroad
Withdiit leaving
the country.

Annihilating Wheaton
BY EMILY POLITO

Sports Writer

On Saturday, the Men's and Women's
swimming and diving teams beat
Wheaton College. This was the last
home meet of the season for the team,
and the last home meet ever for the seniors. The win brought the men's record
to 4-3 and the women's to 3-5.
The Men's team took control from the
beginning, winning the medley relay
and dominating the rest of the meet,
winning every single event. The freshman, sophomore and senior class each
had their own medley relay. The seniors,
Mike Gorman, Ryan Young, Andrew
Lovig and Matt Ruggles proved their
dominance, by demolishing the fresh-

third. Some standout performances were
Katelyn McNeil and Jenny Benjamin's 50
breastroke. When asked about the meet,
Lydia Barrett said that "It was a great way
to cap off our last home meet. We rallied together and had a lot of fun beating Wheaton."
The action on the diving boards was
equally impressive, as sophomores Jess
Harmon and Mollie Malick both placed
on the three meter. Freshman Natalie
Simpson also had an impressive performance. The men's diving team unfortunately did not represent, when
sophomore Alex Blanchard chose not to
dive, focusing on his swimming events.
The most exciting performance of the
meet was Emily Polito's national record
breaking performance in the 200m Butterfly. Easily shattering aoach Amy

"For a last home meet, this was one of the best we've
ever seen."— Captain Carrie Rorer '00
men and sophomore relays, who came in
second and third, respectively. The onetwo-three placing in the relay set the
standard for the rest of the meet, as the
men went on to dominate every single
event, proving their strength and depth.
Some of the standout performances for
the Men's team were freshman Chris
Rorer's 200m breastroke. Rorer finished
in two minutes and twenty seconds,
dropping three second off of his personal
best. Other notable swims were Eric
Biegeleisen's New England qualifying
time in the 50mbackstroke.
The Women's team also performed
well, taking control from the beginning
of the meet and neverletting gajjopho-^
more Lydia Barrett set the tone for the
women when she won the
lOOOmfreestyle, qualifying for New
Englands, and posting a personal best
time. In the next event, the 200m
freestyle, senior Emily Polito and freshmen Laura Centofanti, Kathryn
O'Donoghue placed first, second, and

Heasley Williams' 12-year old national
record, Polito celebrated along with the
team. Unfortunately, she forgot to do the
last 50m, so the record will not count.
When asked about the letdown of not
finishing the race, Polito only replied,
"Amy, I'll see your record at New
Englands."
When asked about the meet, senior
captain Carrie Rorer replied, "For a last
home meet, this was one of the best we've
ever seen. Everyone swam exceptionally
well and spirits were high, proving that
we are going to have a strong and enthusiastic team at New Englands."
Next weekend, the team will travel to
Connecticut College for a _tri-meet_
against Connecticut College and! Bates
College. After that, the women will not
compete for another two weeks, when
they travel to Bowdoin College for the
New England Championships. The men
have one more dual meet against Bowdoin College before their New Englands
Championships.
.

FREE TICKETS
CBA Basketball at the Armory
Thursday, February 3
Pride vs. Rockford
7:05PM

s * '%.

Monday, February 7
Pride vs. LaCrosse
7:05PM
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& A college s^n&W' you'd never forget.
w
dye in'a ffrOltkuitural community.
UH offere an. ur^paralleled array of
* courses on Asia, Hawaii, and the Pacific.
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For fiompiete iniormation, connect to:
tost jar e-mail arsitah@hawaii,edu
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And 1/2 Price
Bud/Bud Light
With Valid
Trinity ID!
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Student Activities this week!!!
Sponsored by the Connecticut Pride and The Trinity Tripod
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Women's Squash Team Looks to Finish Strong
BY PRISCILLA DEPREE

Sports Writer

The Trinity Women's Squash
Team has had a phenomenal
start to their season and could
have a very exciting finish.
With five returning varsity
players, including co-captains
Gail Davie '00 and Randy
DePree '00, and three starting
freshman, Nicola Clark, Clare
Austin, and Amy Brown, the
Trinity Women are the team to
watch this year. After strongly
finishing #4 in the country last
year under Princeton, Harvard,
and the University of Pennsylvania, the players are eager to
obtain the #1 title like the Trinity Men's team did last year.
The team now holds a 9-1
record after defeating St.
Lawrence 9-0, Tufts 9-0,
Franklin and Marshall 9-0,
Bowdoin 8-1, Cornell 8-1, Yale 72, Vassar 9-0, Dartmouth 8-1,
and Wesleyan 9-0. The team's
only defeat was to UPenn, a
team which is currently ranked
#1, with a match score of 8-1. #6
Mollie Anderson was the team's
only winner, defeating her opponent in three quick games.
Although the score of the entire
match seemed very decided,
most of the individual matches
were very close and could easily be avenged at the season's final tournament, the Howe Cup,
held at Yale, February 18-20. #1
Janine Thompson lost 3-1, #2

showing great improvement in
their games and pushing all of
their competitors.
Nicola Clark, Gail Davie,
Clare Austin, and Mollie Anderson finished their weekend
with 1-2 records. Nicola lost to
Princeton player Meredith
Quick (sister of Trinity Squash
player Preston Quick), defeated
Harvard's Carlin Wing, and
then lost to Harvard's #1 Margaret Elias. Gail lost to Cornell's
#1 Olga Puidgemont Sola in
four games, defeated UPenn's
Rina Borromeo in five games
(Rina beat Gail in the TrinityUPenn dual match), and then
lost to UPenn's #1 Runa Reta.
Clare defeated Harvard's
Colby Hall, then lost to
Amherst Coach Jackie Bagwell
and Harvard's Ella Witcher in
four games. Mollie was defeated
by Yale's Catherine Fiederowicz,
then beat Cornell's Kellen
Amanda Todd, Amy Brown, Hechscher, and finally lost to
and Sarah Greenwood ended Harvard's Colby Hall. Nicola,
the weekend with 0-2 records. Gail, Clare, and Mollie faced
Amanda lost to 16 year-old some very tough Ivy League
squash prodigy Kimberly competitors, defeating some
Holmes from England and and challenging all;
Yale's #7 Thea Handelman.
Sam Lewins and Suzy
Amy lost to Williams' #2 player Schwartz both ended the weekSelma Kikic and in five games end with 2-2 records. Sam lost
to the 4.0 draw's #2 seed to Liz Stratford, defeated
Katherine Stickney who plays Prtncetonjs Ernily Eyrigij andL
#1 for Franklin and Marshall. Harvard's Lindsay Coleman,
Sarah lost in a close, five game and then lost to Princeton
match to Cornell's Sasha Fritsch graduate Elise O'Connell. Suzy
and to UPenn's Patti Lin. lost to Williams' Whitney
Amanda, Amy, and Sarah all Hallagan, defeated Amherst's
played very well this weekend, Kristen Ogden and the draw's
Nicola Clark lost 3-1, #3 Gail
Davie lost 3-1, #5 Clare Austin
lost 3-1, and #7 Randy DePree
lost 3-2.
Last weekend, Trinity
Women's Squash put their loss
to UPenn behind them as they
traveled down to Princeton to
play in the Constable Tournament. This is an individual
tournament with five different
draws. Trinity's top three players, Janine Thompson '01,
Nicola Clark '02, and Gail Davie
'00, played at the highest level in
the Constable Draw. Trinity
players #4-#6 Sam Lewins '02,
Clare Austin '03, and Mollie
Anderson '02 played in the 5.0
level draw. Trinity players #7#10 Randy DePree'00, Amanda
Todd '02, Amy Brown '03, and
Sarah Greenwood '01 played in
the 4.0 level draw. Trinity's #11
Suzy Schwartz '03 played in the
3.0 level draw.

COURTESY OF DAVID K1NGSLEY

Mollie Anderson '02 defeated her opponent in only 3 games.

#8 seed from UPenn, Alex
Black. Suzy lost her final match
to Amherst's #2 player Roopali
Agarwal. Sam accomplished a
lot this weekend,, while Suzy's
wins demonstrate the tremendous efforts and improvements
she has made since the beginning of the season.
Randy DePree and Janine Thompson both came home this

weekend with awards for their
achievements. Randy was
seeded #1 in the 4.0 draw, but
lost her first round match to
William's #2 player and winner
of the 4.0 draw, Selma Kikic. Despite her loss she went on to defeat 5 players; Williams'
Katherine French, Cornell's
see SQUASH on page twenty

New Boathouse in the Wrestling Team
Works for Crew Team Grapples with Loss

approximately $580,000 of the
BY MATT BANAS
$1 million goal had been
Sports Writer
- Sports Writer
pledged, in an extraordinary response by loyal alumni". Part of
the funds are in the form of reOn Wednesday, the 26th of
Thanks to some very generstricted stock, and now that January, the Trinity wrestling
ous alumni, the Men's and
Trinity is willing to front some team traveled to Roger WillWomen's crew team could be
rowing out of a new boathouse
of that money in a bridge-fi- iams University in Bristol,
as early as next fall. On Monday,
nancing loan, the goal should Rhode Island for a dual meet.
be reached soon. "The money we The squad had suffered a loss at
have raised to date is mainly the hands of RWU the preced"The meeting showed that approximately
from small group donors, and ing Sunday in the first round of
$580,000 of the $ I million goal had been
with Trinity's support, I am con- the New England Duel Meet
pledged, in an extraordinary response by
fident we can raise the rest of Tournament and the wrestlers
the money," said an enthusias- were eager for revenge.
loyal alumni"—Prescott Stewart '73
tic Douglas Lake, Sr. 72. The
Sophomore Tom Chew drew
project has also rekindled the first blood for the Bantams with
January 17 alumni leaders, head contributions to fund a new venerable Friends of Trinity a minor decision (10-4) in the
coach Steve Fluhr and others first-class boathouse.
first match of the night at 184
see BOATHOUSE on page
held a meeting to discuss plans
According to Prescott Stewart
lbs. This win gave Trinity a 3-0
twenty one
for the new boathouse. That 73, "The meeting showed that
lead going into the 197 pound
meeting's attendance included
weight class. Ailing junior, Steve
several alumni rowers, includMulvihill was forced to sit out
ing Prescott Stewart 73, associthe match with an injured knee
ate director of capital giving,
and the Bantams were forced to
Bob Benjamin '71, President of
give up a forfeit and six team
Friends of Trinity Rowing, and
points to Roger William's Brian
Douglas Lake Sr. 72, Alumni
Bagden. Roger Williams exFund Chairman and Trinity
tended their lead with a 6-0 mitrustee.
nor decision at heavy weight
In 1965, while Trinity was
and the Bantams found themstill a single-sex school, the
selves in a six-point hole.
Grace E. Bliss Boathouse was
FreshmanAnthony
inaugurated. At that time there
Marcuccio stepped up and, afwere 30 oarsmen on the crew.
ter falling behind in his match,
The boathouse was 50 by 80 feet
pinned RWU's Mike Strobel in
• and served the purpose of hous5:46. This win was especially
ing boats and equipment. It had
PLANS COURTESY OF BILL DO W 7 8
sweet for Marcuccio, who had
2 small locker rooms in the River view of the new boathouse.
lost to Strobel in their previous
BY STEVEN BAXTER

s
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back. Now, 35 years later, the
crew includes nearly 100 male
and female rowers, and today's
Bliss Boathouse is crowded with
athletes and boats. In order to
perpetuate the success of the
program and attract top recruits, some active alumni have
stepped up with handsome

meeting. Anthony's older
brother, junior Mike Marcuccio
brought the lead back to Trinity
picking up a forfeit and six
points at the 133 pound class.
Roger Williams bumped 141
pound Kevin Logue (ranked
second in New England) away
from the 141 pound class hoping
to win at 149 lbs. Freshman
Mark Foresi, who had lost to
Logue previously, vented his .
frustration on Jim Seward, giving Trinity an eleven point lead
by tech fallingjim Seward 18-2
in the second period.
Following Foresi's dominating performance, junior Riad
DeFreitas, perhaps angered by
lack of respect, took the match
to Logue and won a 4-2 minor
decision causing RWU's plan to
backfire. Roger Williams scored
its final victory in the 157 pound
class as Noah Cox fell to Pete
Doucet.
In the 165 pound class, sophomore Matt Banas bumped from
149.1bs. to wrestle Matt Sparacio
who had bumped from 157 lbs.
Banas picked up a minor decision for Trinity with a 5-2 win.
The final match of the evening
was between junior Ted Govola
and RWU'sJeff Bernard. Govola
won the match handily (8-2),
allowing Trinity to finish the
see WRESTLING on page
twenty

